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Improving power quality Wquantifying voltage dips in medium voltage networks

Summary

A mong other power quality phenomena, voltage dips have in recent years shown to be
a major issue. Voltage dips in power networks may result in electrical equipment

malfunctions and even cause considerable economical damage. Although voltage dips
have gained a lot of attention by international research, quantitative aspects and larger
scale impact in the Netherlands still need to be clarified.
In this research project individual voltage dip properties in medium voltage cable
networks are studied. The most important part of the research however focuses on
determining the annual number of voltage dips to be expected in three cable networks
operated by the utility company Continuon. Furthermore, the impact of voltage dips on
equipment common in the average Dutch household is determined and used to propose
methods to improve power quality.
Magnitude and duration are defined as the most important properties of voltage dips. In
underground cable networks, only two phase (to ground) and three phase faults cause
voltage dips that are transferred to low voltage customers. Single phase to ground faults
occur frequently but are not experienced on low voltage levels.
A simulation method is developed to calculate the annual number of voltage dips and
interruptions in networks, but also enables the determination of magnitude and duration
properties. It is shown that substation contributions are sufficiently representative for the
voltage dip pattern in the entire network. The method is subsequently applied to three
different medium voltage networks:

• In Zaltbommel the average number of line voltage dips on the substation is 3.2.

Dips are regularly not deeper than 0.50 p.u. and have a maximum duration of
400 ms. The determined interruption rate is 0.20 per year and is slightly below
the national average of 0.22.

• In Bergum the average number of line voltage dips on the substation is 4.0. The
deepest dips have a magnitude around o.ro p.u. but are not very likely to occur.
The duration of the voltage dips may extend up to 1.5 s. Interruptions occur
approximately 0.30 times a year.

• In Heerhugowaard the average number of line voltage dips is 1.6. This is much
lower than in the previous networks because a separated busbar system is used.
The deepest dips have a magnitude of 0.10 p.u. but are cleared within roo ms.
Shallower dips may have a duration up to approximately 1.2 s. The determined
average number of annual interruptions is 0.35.

The performed simulations correlate well with actual measurements and have a
maximum deviation of 8.1%. A stochastic approach of the simulations results is a
Poisson distribution enabling the determination of the probability of the number of
voltage dips to be expected on a one year time scale.
By enforcing voltage dips on common household equipment it is shown that the ITIC
curve is representative to determine the worst case impact of voltage dips on equipment.
Matching the ITIC curve with actual network performance shows that at the most 80% of
all voltage dips may cause equipment malfunctions.
To reduce the impact of voltage dips utility companies may take several countermeasures
in the network infrastructure. It is shown that by installing series inductances the
magnitude of all voltage dips is retained above the 0.40 p.u. threshold. By furthermore
introducing new protection philosophies the duration of all voltage dips can be reduced to
approximately 500 ms. Installing dispersed generation at a substation does not reduce the
annual number ofvoltage dips but may actually transform deep dips into shallower ones.
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A classification method is developed to define mutual responsibility borders addressing
utilities, equipment manufacturers and customers. The proposed classification
furthermore indicates the amount of power quality supplied opening up new market
possibilities to utility companies and governments.
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Samenvatting

G
edurende de afgelopen 10 jaar is de aandacht voor spanningsdips enorm
toegenomen. Doordat de inpassing van gevoelige apparatuur aIleen maar is

toegenomen kan een enkele verstoring van de netspanning tegenwoordig op grote schaal
uitval van apparatuur veroorzaken. Dit gaat vanzelfsprekend gepaard met een grote
economische schade. Wereldwijd is al veel onderzoek verricht naar eigenschappen van
spanningsdips. In afzonderlijke landen, dus ook in Nederland, is echter een grote
behoefte naar het in kaart brengen van het aantal spanningsdips dat optreedt en de
gevolgen van spanningsdips op aangesloten apparatuur.
In dit onderzoeksproject worden de eigenschappen van spanningsdips in
middenspanningsnetten onderzocht. Het belangrijkste deel van het onderzoek is echter
gericht op het berekenen van het aantal spanningsdips dat verwacht mag worden in drie
verschillende kabelnetten die beheerd worden door Continuon. Tevens wordt de
gevoeligheid van aangesloten apparatuur onderzocht en gebruikt voor het verbeteren van
de kwaliteit van de spanning en het opstellen van een classificatiemethode voor
spanningsdips.
De belangrijkste eigenschappen van een spanningsdip zijn amplitude en duur. In
kabelnetten veroorzaken uitsluitend twee fase (naar aarde) fouten en driefasefouten
spanningsdips die door ldanten op laagspanningsniveau als reductie van de fasespanning
worden ervaren. Enkelfasige fouten treden weI regelmatig op, maar veroorzal<en geen
spanningsdips die naar een klant op laagspanningsniveau worden overgebracht.
Om het aantal spanningsdips en onderbrekingen in een netwerk te kunnen berekenen is
een simulatiemethode ontwikkeld. De simulaties maken het bovendien mogelijk om de
eigenschappen amplitude en duur te bepalen. Uit de simulaties blijkt dat het
spanningsdippatroon op het onderstation voldoende representatief is voor het gehele
netwerk. De simulatiemethode wordt vervolgens toegepast op drie totaal verschillende
netwerken:

• In Zatlbommel is het gemiddeld aantal spanningsdips op het onderstation gelijk
aan 3.2 per jaar. De spanningsdips zijn over het algemeen niet dieper van 0.50

p.u. en hebben een duur die niet langer is dan 400 ms. Het gemiddeld aantal
onderbrekingen in Zaltbommel is 0.20 per jaar (of eens in vijf jaar). Dit aantal is
enigszins lager dan het landelijk gemiddelde van 0.22.

• In Bergum is het gemiddeld aantal spanningsdips op het onderstation gelijk aan
4.0 per jaar . De diepste dips zijn dieper dan 0.10 p.u., maar het is niet erg
waarschijnlijk dat dit soort dips vaak voorkomt. De langste spanningsdips
hebben een duur van maximaal 1.5 s. Het gemiddeld aantal onderbrekingen op
jaarbasis is 0.30.

• In Heerhugowaard is het gemiddeld aantal spanningsdips op het onderstation
gelijk aan 1.6 per jaar. Dit aantal is een stuk kleiner dan in de voorgaande
netwerken omdat het dubbelrailsysteem gescheiden bedreven wordt. De diepste
dips hebben een amplitude van ongeveer 0.10 p.u., maar worden weI in 100 ms
afgeschakeld. De ondiepere dips hebben een maximale duur van 1.2 s. Jaarlijks
treden gemiddeld 0.35 onderbrekingen op.

Ais de simulaties vergeleken worden met metingen is de maximaal verkregen
betrouwbaarheid van de resultaten 8.1 %. De verdeling van spanningsdips in een
elektriciteitsnet blijkt zich te gedragen volgens een Poissondistributie. De Poisson
kansverdeling maakt het mogelijk de werkelijke kans dat een bepaalde hoeveelheid dips
gedurende een jaar optreedt uit te rekenen.
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Metingen aan apparatuur laten zien dat de ITIC curve representatief is voor de
gevoeligheid van de meeste apparatuur die in het gemiddelde Nederlandse huishouden
aanwezig is. Uit de vereniging van de ITIC curve met de kwantitatieve gegevens van de
netten voIgt dat maximaal 80% van de spanningsdips mogelijkerwijs apparatuur zou
kunnen ontregelen.
Om het aantal spanningsdips in netten te beperken kunnen elektriciteitsbedrijven een
aantal tegenmaatregelen nemen. Door smoorspoelen in de netten te introduceren treden
geen spanningsdips dieper dan 0-40 p.u. meer op. Met het doorvoeren van een geheel
nieuwe beveiligingsftlosofie kan de duur van alle spanningsdips in principe worden
teruggebracht tot maximaal 500 ms. Het installeren van decentrale opwek nabij een
onderstation beperkt niet het aantal spanningsdips maar zorgt er weI voor dat de dips
minder diep worden.
Een classificatiemethode voor spanningsdips is opgesteld om de verantwoordelijkheid
van een spanningsdip onder te verdelen bij de netbeheerder, de fabrikant van apparatuur
en de consument. De voorgestelde classificatie zorgt verder voor een onderscheid in de
geleverde kwaliteit van de spanning. Voor netbedrijven is dit een mogelijkheid zich van
de concurrent te onderscheiden en voor overheden zou het een gereedschap kunnen zijn
om de liberale energiemarkt beter te reguleren.
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1 Introduction

I n the recent past power networks were designed only to transport and distribute
electrical energy. Production and distribution of electricity required networks capable

of reliable operation on a national level. Depending on geographical location consumers
were assigned an utility company that was responsible for both production and
distribution affairs.
Today things are totally different. Because of liberalized energy markets, bilateral
contracts between consumers and producers all over Europe have become reality. A
consumer desiring to buy electrical energy in a foreign country relies on the network as
much as on an international highway. Long distance transport of electricity has become
an essential part of liberalized energy exchanges. On the other hand, the advance of
dispersed- and small-scale generation demands for an even more versatile power network.
In parallel with these developments, the tremendous increase of micro- and power
electronics applications demands power networks to supply sufficient power quality. In
addition, equipment trips due to poor power quality have become a widespread concern
to both industrial customers and utility companies. This nowadays requires power
networks to be reliable, adaptive, qualitatively outstanding and most of all intelligent. A
brand new and challenging horizon for the modern power engineer.

1.1 Problem definition

Of all power quality phenomena, voltage dips in particular have shown to be a major
issue. Voltage dips may well interrupt production processes or even paralyze entire
communication systems and have therefore gained a lot of attention by power engineers
around the world. International research has mainly focused on properties of individual
voltage dips, i.e. particularly described the characteristics of the phenomenon.
Quantitative voltage dip aspects and larger scale impact however are an area that is still to
be explored on national and international levels. This means that in many countries the
actual number of voltage dips and individual impact on electrical equipment so far needs
to be clarified.

1.2 Research objective

The Dutch utility company Continuon has initiated a research project in collaboration
with the Eindhoven University of Technology to focus on the quantification of voltage
dips on a national level. The main objective ofthis research project is to:

• Clarify individual voltage dip properties in networks. Apply yet available knowledge of
voltage dips to a typical Continuon medium voltage network to obtain a clearer
picture of voltage dip properties. In other words, research the different available
voltage dip types and their impact on the network.

• Quantify the voltage dip issue in medium voltage networks. Determine the annual
number of voltage dips in three underground cable medium voltage networks.
Besides these quantitative aspects, also qualitative properties (i.e. magnitude and
duration) of individual voltage dips need to be clarified.

• Research impact on electrical equipment. Combine both individual and quantitative
properties to research the actual impact of voltage dips on electrical equipment
and low-voltage customers.

8
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• Propose methods to improve power quality. Propose mItIgation methods from a
voltage dip point ofview. Also develop a method to classify voltage dips to indicate
power quality performance.

1.3 Report outline

To work towards the research objective, this report is ordered in the following way:

• In chapter 2 qualitative aspects of voltage dips are described. Magnitude and
duration are recognized as two very important voltage dip characteristics. A very
simple method to calculate voltage dips in networks is introduced and the power
acceptability curve is discussed.

• In chapter 3 different types of voltage dips are explored in a (devised) example
network. The properties of voltage dips in underground cable networks are
thoroughly explored by expanding the mathematical theory beyond voltage dip
calculation.

• In chapter 4 a novel computation method is developed to calculate the number of
voltage dips as well as qualitative aspects at any location in a power network. The
method is subsequently applied to three completely different medium voltage
networks.

• In chapter 5 equipment sensitivity to voltage dips is studied. Measurements to
determine equipment sensitivity are carried out and matched with network
characteristics.

• In chapter 6 several possibilities to improve power quality are researched. The
results obtained in all previous chapters are subsequently used to develop a
voltage dip classification method.

• In chapter 7 the research conclusions and recommendations are given.

9
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2 Power quality concepts

F
rom a historical point ofview, the determination of power system quality was mainly
based on reliability. Networks supplying electrical energy without being interrupted

too frequently were considered to sustain sufficient quality. The last decades however
have shown a transition of interest towards the quality of the supply voltage itself.
Because of an enormous increase of micro- and power electronic applications, electrical
equipment has become far more vulnerable to supply voltage magnitude and frequency
deviations. Particularly industries in information technology or semiconductor
production have become more dependent on the quality of the supply voltage. A single
voltage dip may interrupt production processes causing considerable economical damage.
Preventing supply voltage deviations and mitigating impact on electrical loads, power
quality research has gained substantial significance.
This chapter deals with important power quality concepts. First, definitions of supply
voltage magnitude events are given. Among other power quality phenomena, particularly
voltage dips an interruptions are distinguished as a major issue. Next, the impact of
supply voltage distortions on electrical load are studied by discussing power acceptability
curves.

2.1 Voltage magnitude events

The operating voltage assigned to a power system is called the nominal (or rated) voltage.
Because of various reasons the actual (instantaneous) voltage is usually not equal to the
nominal value but continuously changes instead. Utility companies are obliged to keep
these voltage changes within prescribed limits. The international IEC norm EN 50160
allows continuous voltage changes up to 10% [5]. As long as deviations range between
90% and IIO% of the nominal value the supply voltage is considered to be normal. If the
voltage exceeds the 90% or IIO% borders a voltage magnitude event occurs. A voltage
magnitude event is defined by its magnitude and duration. Both are explained below:

1. Magnitude. The magnitude is expressed in terms of the event remaining voltage
as a percentage of the nominal voltage. For instance, an event causing the voltage
in a 10 kV system to go down to 6 kV would have a magnitude of 60%.

2. Duration. The duration of an event is the time it takes the voltage to return to the
normal value after the 90% or IIO% border has been exceeded.

The most important voltage magnitude events are

• Interruptions. Interruptions of the supply voltage occur if the voltage magnitude
drops below 1% ofthe nominal voltage for longer than 10 ms.

• Voltage dips. Voltage dips occur if the voltage drops below 90% but above 1% of
the nominal voltage for longer than 10 ms followed by voltage recovery within I
minute.

• Overvoltages. Overvoltages occur if the voltage increases above IIO% of the
nominal voltage for longer than IO ms.

All possible voltage magnitude events defined by the IEC are shown in figure 2.1 [5J.

10
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I
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Overvoltage

figure 2.1 Definition ofvoltage magnitude events

Since voltage magnitude events may interrupt or even damage electrical equipment, an
important part of power quality research focuses on reducing their number. As the
majority of events however is represented by voltage drops and not by increases,
particularly interruptions and voltage dips have to be accounted for. The next section will
therefore briefly discuss interruptions followed by a more profound section on voltage
dips.

2.2 Interruptions

An interruption implies a voltage drop to (nearly) zero at consumer terminals.
Interruptions are caused by protection devices clearing faults on the network. During an
interruption electrical loads connected are unable to continue operation. Interruptions
may therefore cause serious economical damage and should be prevented in any case.
Interruptions can be prevented by introducing redundancy in the network. Redundancy
means that in case of a fault, network controllers can switch over to a healthy supply. HV
to MV connections for example are usually established by two or more transformers. If
one transformer breaks down, the other transformer(s) maintain operation of the power
system. The degree of redundancy is defined as the number ofcomponents allowed to fail
without causing an interruption. For instance, a network is n-I redundant if failure of a
single component does not cause interruptions.
According to figure 2.1, two types of interruptions can be distinguished:

• Long interruptions. Long interruptions have a duration longer that 3 minutes.
Long interruptions are terminated by manual interactions such as repair or
replacement.

• Short interruptions. Short interruptions have a duration ranging from IO ms to 3
minutes. Short interruptions are terminated by switching to a healthy supply or
by automatic reclosure. Automatic reclosure is mainly used in overhead lines. As
faults in overhead lines are often self-restoring, automatically reclosing the
circuit-breaker after a fault suffices to restore the voltage.

2.3 Voltage dips

During the last decade the concern for voltage dips has shown a tremendous increase.
Voltage dips in particular have shown to be an important cause for electrical equipment
malfunctions. Furthermore, voltage dips occur far more frequently than interruptions
and are therefore considered to be more economically damaging than interruptions.
When discussing voltage dips, the power quality community is divided into two separate
language area's. The European preference is to use the term "dip". US IEEE definitions
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refer to the very same event as "sag" [3,6]. Both terms are used interchangeably in
international literature.

2.3.1 Voltage dip definitions

A voltage dip occurs if the voltage drops below 90% but above 1% of the nominal voltage
for a duration longer than 10 ms. An example of a single phase voltage dip in a power
system is shown in figure 2.2.

Nominal voltage

--~~---------- -----~~%

Duration

Time (5)

figure 2.2 A single phase voltage dip

The duration of the voltage dip is the elapsed time between the moment the voltage drops
below the 90% threshold until the time it recovers above the threshold.
The magnitude is the lowest remaining voltage during the voltage dip. Like all voltage
magnitude events, the remaining voltage is expressed in terms of the nominal voltage in
percentages or p.u. values. All voltages are to be expressed in RMS values. In order to
calculate RMS values the time-domain waveform has to be sampled. Assume that Vi is the
instantaneous voltage, then RMS values are calculated by taking N samples over a time
window

I N 2

V - -""v
rms - N7:t i

(2.1)

Now the RMS voltage over the full time domain is found by calculating RMS values on
sample moments k

(2.2)

As an example, a voltage dip decomposition from waveform (instantaneous) to RMS
values is shown in figure 2.3

RMS values

6.0 - -------;---- ----.,.. -- ------7"'"-- -- -----;- -------1
1

i : 11["iii
5,0 1----~! - '~,'" - !..... 1,'

~ i:

! I l ! Ii j i
4. --l---+-------t- -----rL·------+-------i

: I ! . I I

L--",L-----_l~~~»» ...j ! ! !
I I j I
I I ; 1 !
I l I I

0.1 1 0.2 ' 03 0.4 o.S I TIme (s) I

figure 2.] RMS dip voltage decomposition

The figure shows a phase voltage dip in a 10 kV power system. The nominal phase voltage
is 10/ 3 = 5.77 kV. The lowest RMS voltage during the dip is 3-44 kV. The voltage dip
magnitude is now calculated as

12
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3.44 6Vdip =--=0. Op.u.
5.77

Instead of referring to dips as high, low, large or small, international literature prefers
"deep" and "shallow" [I]. Deep dips have magnitudes far below the nominal voltage.
Shallow dips represent voltage drops only slightly below the 90% threshold.

2.3.2 Origin of voltage dips

The main causes of voltage dips are: short circuits, load changes and saturation of
transformers.

I. Short circuits. Since the vast majority ofvoltage dips are produced by faults in the
network, short-circuits are the most important of causes. Depending on the type
of short-circuit and short-circuit impedance, voltage dips close to the fault location
are usually deep. Further away from the fault only shallow dips remain. At even
larger distances faults cause only normal voltage deviations, i.e. between the
+10% and -10% boundaries. The principle is shown in figure 2.4.

(UW p.u.< V <1.0 PIJ.

figure 2.4 Voltage dip propagation

The distance over which a voltage dip propagates is called the critical distance.
The duration of voltage dips caused by short-circuits is determined by the
protection settings. After the fault has been cleared by the circuit breaker, the
voltage quickly recovers back to the normal voltage range. As these switching
transients rapidly decay, voltage dips due to faults are usually in a rectangular
shape.

2. Load changes. Power networks are continuously subjected to load changes.
Ordinary load changes are not supposed to cause voltage dips. Starting up
electrical engines however is a load change that is particularly renown for causing
voltage dips. During startup, an electrical engine requires a current that is several
times larger than the nominal current. These large currents while accelerating
may cause shallow voltage dips that have a duration ofthe order of seconds.

3. Transformer saturation. Magnetizing currents in saturated transformers may
become quite large. This may result in voltage dips in weaker networks.

2.3.3 Voltage divider model

In radial power networks, dip magnitudes at load terminals can be calculated by using the
voltage divider model [I]. Although the model is rather simple, it has proven to be a very
useful tool to estimate individual voltage dip properties. Assume a network operating on a
nominal voltage E = I p.u. The network is supplied either by a generator or an external
network. Somewhere in the network a short-circuit occurs. The voltage divider model now
enables the computation of the voltage drop at an arbitrary location in the network. This
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is achieved by defining a point of common coupling (PCC) in the network from where
both fault and load currents are supplied. The voltage divider model is shown in figure
2·5·

E

fault

1-----+ load
pee

figure 2.5 Voltage divider model

The impedance between the generator (or external network) and the PCC is called the
source impedance Zs. The impedance between PCC and the fault position is called the fault
impedance ZF. If load currents during the short-circuit are neglected, the voltage dip on
the PCC in p.u. values is written as

V. = ZF E
dIp Z +Z

S F

Note that for a large fault impedance (Le. for instance a short-circuit far away from the
PCC) the voltage dip magnitude will be close to I p.u. This very much agrees with the
example given in figure 2+ The longer the distance from load to short-circuit, the
shallower the voltage dip experienced at the load terminals.
Sometimes fault- and source impedances are unknown or hard to determine. In this case
voltage dips are conveniently expressed in terms of short-circuit powers (fault levels). For
a nominal voltage Vn the short-circuit power SF at the fault location is

and Spccis the short-circuit power available on the PCC

V2

Spcc =_n_
Zs

then the voltage dip magnitude (in p.u. values) on the PCC is written as

_ SF
Vdip -1---

Spcc

(2.6)

To express the "severity" or impact of a single voltage dip, the voltage dip energy has been
defined. If tdip is the duration, the voltage dip energy Evd is defined as

(2.8)

The voltage dip energy proves to be quite useful to study the impact of voltage dips on
electrical equipment. This theory will be further developed in chapter 5.
In addition to magnitude drops, voltage dips may also cause supply voltage phase shifts.
Particularly sensitive loads such as solar panel inverters have shown to malfunction
because of phase shifts. To calculate the voltage dip phase shift, source and fault
impedances are written in terms of resistance and reactance
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Zs =Rs + jXs

ZF =RF + jXF

Using these expressions the phase shift on the PCC is written as

(2.10)

Of all individual voltage dip properties described above, particularly magnitude and
duration are assumed to be the most important indices. When accounting for both
indices in a figure, often the magnitude-duration plane is used. An example of a very
useful application is the power acceptability curve. This is discussed in the next section.

2.4 Power acceptability curves

A power acceptability curve (PAC) is a graphical tool used to determine whether a voltage
magnitude event causes electrical equipment malfunctions or not [21. PAC's essentially
subdivide the 2 dimensional magnitude-duration plane into acceptable and unacceptable
regions. For instance, a voltage magnitude event with a magnitude and duration located
in the unacceptable region will cause equipment malfunctions or even equipment
damage. PAC's in fact are not restricted to only identifying voltage dips but extend over
the full range ofall voltage magnitude events.
The best known PAC is the Computer Business Equipment Manufacturing Association
(CBEMA) curve [ul. The CBEMA curve was developed in the seventies when mainframe
computers for the first time showed malfunctions because of supply voltage distortions.
Eventually the CBEMA curve was defined as the borderline between events tolerated by
the mainframe computers and events that caused trips.
The incredible growth of sensitive semiconductor- and information technology industry
activity raised the need for a more sophisticated approach. As a result, the Information
Technology Industry Council (ITIC) in the year 2000 renewed the outdated CBEMA
curve. The ITIC curve describes an AC voltage envelope that can be tolerated by most
information technology and semiconductor equipment. The ITIC curve is shown in
figure 2.6

,
I
j

IS
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The curve separates the magnitude-duration plane into three different regions:

I. Tolerable region. All events within this region do not cause equipment malfunctions.
2. Prohibited region. This region contains all possibly damaging overvoltage events.
3. Interruption region. This region contains voltage dips that are assumed to cause

equipment malfunctions.

The ITIC curve proves to be very useful to research the impact ofvoltage dips on electrical
equipment. The ITIC curve will therefore reappear in chapters 5 and 6 when network
characteristics are matched with electrical equipment susceptibilty to voltage dips. In the
next chapter the power quality properties described in this chapter will be applied to a
medium voltage network

r6
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3 Voltage dip properties in networks

Public power networks are either transmission- or distribution networks.
Transmission networks are high-voltage (HV) networks transporting bulk amounts of

electrical energy. Except supplying a few high-power demanding industries, the
transmission network however is not intended to directly distribute electricity to
customers. The actual distribution is put into practice on medium (MV) and low voltage
(LV) levels only. MV and LV networks are therefore often referred to as distribution
networks. Since the majority of customers is connected to the distribution network only,
particularly MV and LV supply voltage distortions are important from a power quality
point ofview.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. Both the individual properties of voltage dips
originating on MV level as well as their impact on the LV supply voltage are studied. To
discuss voltage dips on MV level a fictitious MV network is introduced. Enforcing
different short-circuit types at various distances enables the assessment of individual
voltage dip aspects as well as determination of magnitude-distance relationships. The
transfer of MV dips to LV level is studied by connecting an LV end-user to a predefined
pee. Before studying various voltage dip properties in networks, the devised (or
example) network is described in full detail.

3.1 Simulation principles

This section introduces the example network, its grounding philosophy and possible
faults to occur.

3.1.1 Example network

The example network consists of a MV double busbar substation supplied by an external
HV network. A single feeder and an end-user are connected to the substation busbars.
Short-circuits are enforced at various feeder distances to study the impact of short-circuit
distance on the voltage dip experienced by the end-user. A series inductance can be
connected in series to the feeder to increase the available fault impedance. The example
network is shown in figure 3.1. A more extensive drawing of the example network can be
found in appendix A.

Eite/Tl'll GOd

lo:i!Id End User

figure 3.1 Example network

Network component characteristics and impedances are summarized in table 3-1.
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TABLE 3-I
EXAMPLE NElWORK IMPEDANCE VALUES

Cable AL240GPLK8(Io Ro"R,,~0.I25 (km Roo~0.835 fkm
Xe,X,=0.078 (km Xeo= 0.I48 (km
z,,~Ro,+jXe, z,o~Ro+jx.,

z,,~Ro,+iXe,

HV(MV Transformer 150kV(IOkV 66 MVA Ydo Z,,=Zu=0.oI54+jo.8182 (3) Zto~ (I)
k~I8%

MVILV Transformer rokV/o.4kV 400 kVA Dvm k=4% Zlto~ (I\
External Network U=I50 kV Sk~I5000 MVA Ze",~Z",,~0.42+i4.2 (4\ Ze,o~0.42+i4.2

Series inductance Z'i,=Z'i,=O.OIO+io.~oo Z'io=O.OIO+io.~oo

Grounding Zgt,=Zgt,~ (2) Zgto~j7

Transformer

(r) Transfomler primary or secondary delta winding blocks all zero-sequence currents
(2) Grounding transfonner blocks all positive-and negative sequence currents
(3) Reduced at 10 kV level
(4) Reduced at 150 kV level

3.1.2 Grounding philosophy

The busbars ofthe example network substation can be grounded in various ways:

• Impedance grounded. In case the network is impedance grounded, the substation
busbars are connected to ground by a grounding transformer. The grounding
transformer essentially blocks positive and- negative sequence current components
but allows through all zero-sequence current components.

• Star point grounded systems. In case the network is star point grounded, the secondary
(MV) side of the HV/MV transformer is connected to ground. This grounding
method also blocks all current components except the zero-sequence current. Star
point grounded systems can furthermore be subdivided into two different types:

o Solidly grounded. The star point grounded system is called solidly grounded if
no additional impedance between the transformer star point and ground is
applied.

o Impedance grounded star. The star point grounded system is called impedance
grounded if an additional impedance between transformer star point and
ground is applied. This method of grounding is nearly identical to impedance
grounding by means ofa grounding transformer.

• Isolated systems. The example network is called isolated if none of the previously
described grounding methods is applied.

3.1.3 Short-circuit types

In three phase power networks different types of short-circuits may occur. Measurement
of short circuit behavior in cable networks shows that only three types of short circuits
have to be considered [IS]:

1. Single phase to ground faults.
2. Two phase to ground faults
3. Three phase faults

All short-circuit types are first analyzed in more detail by using symmetrical component
analysis. To study the impact of fault distance on the voltage dip experienced, short
circuits are enforced on the feeder at varying distances. Both voltage dip characteristics on
the substation (MV) busbars and the transfer to the LV end-user are studied in grounded
and isolated network configurations.

18
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3.2 Single phase to ground faults

Single phase to ground faults are the most common fault type in any three phase power
network. As conductor distances are large, particularly overhead lines show a large
number of single phase to ground faults. In cable networks nevertheless, the single phase
to ground fault is also far more likely to occur than any other fault type.
If a single phase to ground fault occurs in a cable, the sheath forms the main return path
for the short-circuit current. Only if a low-impedance return path is available (Le. in a
grounded network) a single phase to ground fault may cause considerable short-circuit
currents. In case of an isolated network, the short-circuit current returns through cable
and stray capacitances and is regularly not even larger than the nominal cable current.

3.2.1 Symmetrical component analysis

Since the single phase to ground fault causes asymmetrical voltage relationships, the
theory of symmetrical components is used to calculate short-circuit currents and voltages.
The example network in case of a single phase to ground fault in phase A is shown in
figure 3.2

HV MV
Zs

IB
Ie

IA
+ + +

PCC VA VB Vc
ZF

TZgtO

figure 3.2 Phase A single phase to ground short-circuit connections

The substation busbar is used as PCC from which both the fault current and load current
are supplied. Although not explicitly shown in the figure, an end-user is supposed to be
connected to the PCC by a MVILV transformer.
The available source impedance consists of the impedance of the external network, the
transformer impedance and the internal impedance of the grounding transformer.
Decomposed into symmetrical components the positive-, negative- and zero-sequence
source impedances are

Zs =ZSI +ZS2 +Zso

ZSI = Zexi +Ztl

ZS2 = Zex2 + Zt2

Zso =ZgtO

The fault impedance depends on the impedance of the series inductance and short-circuit
distance £

ZF =ZFl +ZF2 +ZFO

ZFl =Zsil + £Zcl

Z F2 =Zsi2 + £Zc2

ZFO = ZsiO + £zco

Using the configuration shown in figure 3.2, the phase currents are expressed as
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The currents are decomposed into symmetrical components using [4]

In which the familiar a-factor is defined as

.Z1r
J-

a =e 3

Now substituting (3-3) in (3.4) yields

The first matrix column indicates that

___ VA
/0-/ -/z---

1 3Z
F

This means that positive- negative- and zero-sequence currents are equal. The sequence
current components can conveniently be represented in an equivalent circuit. As the
currents are equal, the equivalent circuit should connect positive-, negative- and zero
sequence components in series. An equivalent circuit of the single phase to ground fault
in phase A is shown in figure 3.3 [I].

figure 3-3 Single phase to ground faul symmetrical components decomposition

The figure is actually quite similar to the simple voltage divider model explained in
chapter 2. Instead ofa single voltage however, this equivalent circuit contains the positive-
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negative- and zero-sequence components of the PCC voltage. If the nominal voltage E is
again assumed to be I p.u., the positive-sequence component of the voltage on the PCC is
written as

Similarly, negative- and zero sequence voltage components are expressed as

(po)

The sequence voltages are translated into the actual phase voltages VA, VB and Vc by
solving

Now if (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) are substituted into (pI), the PCC phase voltages
written as

are

In the next sections the developed theory is applied to impedance-grounded, solidly
grounded and isolated networks.

3.2.2 Impedance grounded network

The substation busbars are grounded by applying the grounding transformer. Next, short
circuits are enforced at various feeder distances. The phase voltage magnitudes as a
function of short-circuit distance are shown in figure 3.4
The faulted phase voltage shows a deep voltage dip while the remaining non-faulted
phases show an overvoltage. According to (3012) the voltage drop in phase A is
proportional to the positive-, negative- and zero-sequence source impedances Zs" ZS2 and
Zso. As the first two are much smaller than third term, the voltage drop in phase A is
largely due to the term Zso in the nominator of (3012). This phenomenon is called the zero
sequence shift and is best explained in a phasor plot. Assume a single phase to ground fault
occurring at 5 km distance from the Pce. The phase voltage phasors in this case are
shown in figure 3.5.
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figure 3.4 PCC Phase voltages as afunction of single-phase short-circuit distance in an impedance-grounded network

II Line Voltages

a • Phase Voltages

figure 3.5 Vector plot ofMV line- and phase voltages due to a single phase to ground fault at 5 km distance

The zero-sequence shift phasor has been indicated by black arrows. As the figure
obviously shows, the faulted phase voltage VA in fact is the sum of the" I" phasor and the
zero sequence shift phasor.
The zero sequence shift also explains why the non faulted phases show an increase in
voltage. According to (3-13) and (3-14) phases Band C partly maintain their pre-fault
positions. This is indicated by the "a2

" and "a" terms respectively. Subtracting the zero
sequence shift from the phasors "a2

" and "a" shows that the non-faulted phases shift
parallel to the faulted phase. In phases Band C this however causes the voltage to
increase accounting for the overvoltages found in figure 3.4 and figure 3.5.
Although MV phase voltages show serious magnitude deviations, line voltages are hardly
affected at all. This effect is indicated by the grey phasors in figure 3.5. During a fault the
phasors maintain their original triangular position. An important consequence of this
phenomenon is that single phase to ground dips are unlikely to be transferred from MV
down to LV voltage levels. In MV networks, MV/LV transformers are nearly always of the
type delta-star (Dy) converting MV line voltages into LV phase voltages and vice versa.
A very important conclusion now is that in impedance-grounded networks single phase to
ground faults do not cause LV phase voltage dips. In solidly grounded networks however,
single phase to ground faults may well cause LV voltage dips. This is explained in the next
section.

3.2.3 Solidly grounded networks

The substation busbars are directly connected to ground by omitting the grounding
impedance Zgto. As a perfect connection to ground (Z50=0) in practice is not possible, the
zero-sequence component is assumed to be equal to the positive- and negative
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components. This means that the zero-sequence shift discussed earlier does not occur in
a solidly grounded network. Inherently, a single phase to ground causes a voltage dip in
two of the pee line voltages. A Dy transformer transforms this voltage dip type into a
voltage dip to be experienced in one ofthe LV phase voltages.

3.2.4 Isolated networks

In an isolated network, no means of grounding are used. This accounts for a large source
impedance Zso that prevents the occurrence of large short-circuit currents. Although
mathematically not entirely correct, the phase voltages on the pee can be approximated
by calculating the limit for Zso approaching infinity

Similarly

and

v =-l!-j·!.j3
B 2 2 (3-16)

For single-phase to ground faults close to the pee the phase voltage VA drops to zero. As
the short-circuit distance increases, the assumption that Zso is infinitely larger than the
other impedance components no longer holds. This implies that for larger short-circuit
distances VA on the pee is only slightly larger than o.
The non-faulted phases on their turn show an interesting behavior. The absolute value of
the complex numbers in (3.16) and (3.17) is exactly 3. This indicates that during a single
phase to ground fault close to the substation the non-faulted phase voltages on the pee
will increase to line voltage. Just as in impedance-grounded networks MV phase voltages
again show serious magnitude deviations, but line voltages remain nearly unchanged.
This means that in isolated networks, single phase to ground faults are also not
transferred to lower voltage levels.

3.3 Two phase-to-ground faults

In this section pee voltage dip characteristics caused by two phase-to-ground faults are
studied.

3.3.1 Symmetrical component analysis

In figure 3.6 the pee and fault connections during a two phase to ground fault are
shown. Phases Band C are mutually connected and connected to ground. Phase A is the
non-faulted phase.
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HV MV

",'" -.... " Iif I
+ + +

I ,

PCC VA VB Vc'. ,, ,
I

"- '-~gtO
~t? yl

J__
figure 3,6 Phases Band C two phase to ground short-circuit connections

The three phase short-circuit currents are obtained from inspecting figure 3.6

fA =0

f = VB
B Z

f

V
f =---f...
c Z

f

Next the short-circuit currents are expressed in terms of positive-, negative- and zero
sequence currents

o

From the first matrix row can be derived that

Again, an symmetrical equivalent circuit is composed. According to equation (3.20) and
KirchhofFs second law the sequence currents should be connected to a common node.
The obtained equivalent circuit is shown in figure 3·7 [1J.

Using appropriate mesh equations yields

Again setting E=1, and defining

Zo =ZSO+ZFO

Zl =ZSI +ZFl

Z2 =ZS2 +ZF2
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E

figure 3.7 Two phase to ground fault equivalent circuit

and solving (3.21) for [,gives

using

results in the following expression for the positive-sequence voltage on the pee

~ = 1- (Z2 + ZO)ZSI
ZIZ2+ZIZO +ZOZ2

Similarly

Now substituting (3.25), (3.26) and (3-27) in (pI) yields the phase voltages VA to Vc for a
fault between phases B, C and ground
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Equation (3.28) shows that the non-faulted phase voltage VA is proportional to the
differences between the source impedance negative- and positive sequences and the
source impedance zero- and positive sequences. The first term (25,-25,) will mostly be
negligible since positive and negative source impedances are normally rather close. The
second term (250-25,) however may cause voltage increases in the non-faulted phase since
2 50 may well be considerably larger than 2 5,. To study pee voltage deviations, two phase
to ground faults are subsequently enforced in impedance grounded and isolated
networks.

3.3.2 Impedance grounded networks

The pee phase voltages as a function of short-circuit distance again are determined. The
results are shown in figure 3.8.

1.4·

1.2

0.0

...
0'

figure ].8 MV PCC phase voltages as afunction of two-phase to ground short-circuit distance in an impedance- grounded network.
(2so=jJ )

As shown in the figure, the two-phase to ground fault causes voltage drops in two phases.
A short-circuit occurring 20 km from the substation still causes a voltage dip in phase B.
The critical distance of phase e however is only 6 km. This is caused by the zero
sequence current causing a zero-sequence shift identical to the zero-sequence shift
discussed in section 3.2.2. The non-faulted phase on its turn is subjected to an
overvoltage.
The voltage dips caused by two-phase to ground faults are not necessarily experienced by
all LV customers. Assume again than a LV end-user is directly connected to the pee by a
Dy transformer. Suddenly, a two-phase to ground voltage dip occurs at the MV side. The
transfer the voltage dip from MV to LV level is shown in figure 3-9.

VB. Line Voltages

• Phase Voltages

A
Va Vc

MV

LV

v "c

figure ].9 MV busbar phase voltages as a function ofshort-circuit distance in an isolated network. (2'0=
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On the MV (primary) side of the transformer phase voltages VB and Vc drop. The non
faulted phase voltage VA increases. However, since the primary side of the transformer is
in delta, not phase but line voltages are transformed to LV level. This means that the
voltage dip is transferred to only one of the LV phase voltages while the remaining two
phases do not experience any voltage deviations. The available Dy transformer essentially
converts the two phase voltage dip into a single phase voltage dip. This shows that the
transformer winding type in fact indicates in what extent the transformer manipulates the
voltage dip shape. If the MV/LV transformer for instance would have been an Yy, the
voltage dip shape on the LV side would be identical to the dip shape on the MV side. In
the latter example not one but two phases on LV level would be subjected to a voltage dip.

3.3.3 Isolated networks

An isolated network does not contain a return path for the zero-sequence current. In
isolated networks therefore the zero-sequence shift does not occur. This is shown in
figure 3.10 indicating that in isolated networks the critical distance of phase e is much
larger.

,.4L--i------~------____.J

1.2··

...
~ ,
~r·

0.6 .

0.'

.2f
Jo .~. . 6...... . ~ ·10·············12

Oiltante from pee [!un]

figure 3.10 MV PCC phase voltages as afunction oftwo phase to ground short-circuit distance in an isolated networlc.(Zm=

The figure dearly shows that two-phase to ground faults in an isolated network cause
voltage dips in both faulted phases and an overvoltage in the non-faulted phase. Opposed
to a grounded network, short-circuits at a distance larger than 20 km from the pee still
cause phase voltage dips in two phases. Line voltage dips however only occur for two
phase to ground faults at 10 km or less distance from the pee. In other words, the critical
distance for two phase to ground faults in the example network is 10 km.

3.4 Three phase faults
Three phase short-circuit currents are symmetrical and independent on grounding
methods or current return paths. Instead of using symmetrical components, three phase
voltage dips can be calculated by the simple voltage divider model represented by
equation (2.4). pee voltage dip magnitudes as a function of three phase short-circuit
distance are shown in figure pI.
By introducing series inductances in the network the available fault impedance Zp is
increased. As shown in the figure, applying series inductances seriously reduces the
magnitude of pee voltage dips. The possibilities of reducing voltage dip magnitudes by
installing series inductances are more thoroughly explored in chapter 5. Regardless if a
series inductance is applied the critical distance in the example network is approximately
10 km. This indicates that all three phase faults at a distance larger than 10 km from the
substation do not cause pee line and phase voltage dips
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figure 3.11 PCC Voltage dip magnitude as afunction ofthree phase to ground short-circuit distance

3.5 Dip type survey
Assuming that all MVILV transformers are of the Dy type, the number of affected phases
by the three types of faults studied, is shown in table 3.2.

TABLE 3-2
NUMBER OF PHASES IN AFFECTED BY THREE SHORT-CIRCUIT TYPES

Fault type Grounded Isolated Grounded Isolated

Single phase to ground r r o/r(#) 0

Two phase to ground 2 2 r r

Three phase 3 3 3 3
(#) Only m sohdly grounded networks
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4 Quantifying voltage dips in medium
voltage networks

I n this chapter a simulation method to quantify annual voltage dip and interruption
rates in networks is introduced. The method is subsequently applied to three different

underground MV cable networks. Dip and interruption probabilities are determined on
the substation busbars and at two arbitrary end-user locations elsewhere in the network.
Besides the dips that originate in the network itself, the transfer of dips from higher
voltage levels is also studied. The chapter ends with a comparison of network
performance to international power quality measurements. Before dealing with the actual
networks, the simulation method is profoundly explained.

4.1 Simulation method

In this section the simulation method used to quantify voltage dips and assess individual
voltage dip properties is discussed. First, the requirements put on the simulation method
are mentioned.

4.1.1 Requirements and terminology

The method should enable determination of the annual number of expected voltage dips
caused by short-circuits at an arbitrary location in any MV network. The method should
also account for the individual properties duration and magnitude. As the networks
analyzed are too extensive to be fully inserted into the simulated software, only small but
important parts are taken into account. Therefore, when discussing the simulation
results, two different terms are used

• Complete or entire network representing the actual network.
• Reduced network representing the (part of the entire) network inserted into the

simulation method.

The results obtained by simulating the reduced network however should be representative
for the whole network. The method should therefore enable the generalization of reduced
results to the entire network.

4.1.2 Simulation principles

All reduced networks consist of a single MV substation, at least 50 kilometers of cable,
several ring main units (RMU's or MV/LV transformers) and various (LV) customer
connections. The network components are interconnected by terminals. A part of a
network containing a MV substation, cables, terminals and customers is shown in figure
4·1.

Faults in network components will cause voltage magnitude events on the substation
busbars and elsewhere in the network. To compute the annual number of events, cables
and terminals are assigned reliability data. Reliability is determined by the component
failure rate. The failure rate is expressed as the number of symmetrical and asymmetrical
faults that yearly occur in a single component. The faults applied and their mutual
distribution are shown in table 4.1 [15]:
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MV SubstlBus 1..........,-41.....,.--.--
Terminals

MV SubsIIBus 2-~H-'--J.--~__

/ ~"'-

¥ """

Customer 1

figure 4-1 Cables, terminals and customer interconnections

TABLE 4.1
SIMULATION FAULT TYPES AND MUTUAL PROBABILITY

The failure rate of a cable depends on the cable type and socket type used. As cable and
socket reliability may vary considerably, the cable failure rate is to be determined
individually for each network. Now if the cable failure rate is , the annual number of
faults Nfc in a cable n oflength X n is

During the simulations, terminals account for RMU (MVILV transformer) reliability. A
single terminal with failure rate t exactly fails Nft timers per year. In other words

The total number of voltage magnitude events is determined by summing over all
available cables and terminals. In a reduced network containing i cables and j terminals,
the annual number ofvoltage magnitude events Ntotal is calculated by solving

i j

N,o,al = I XnAc +I ~
n=! m=!

All voltage magnitude events are identified by magnitude and duration. The magnitude of
each event is determined by applying the familiar voltage divider model to a
predetermined PCC

Zj'v. = V
dIp Zf + Zs nom

Magnitudes are expressed in terms of line voltages exclusively. In case of an unbalanced
event the magnitude is equal to the lowest of three line voltages. All voltage magnitude
events can be subdivided into three different categories:

• Voltage dips. Voltage drops deeper than 0.90 p.u. and shallower than 0.01 p.u. are
recognized as voltage dips.

• Interruptions. According to the chapter 2 definitions voltage drops below 0.01 p.u.
are recognized as interruptions.

• Normal voltage situations. Events with a remaining voltage> 0.90 p.u. are ordered
among the normal voltage situations.
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This subdivision can also be expressed as

The duration of the events depends on protection device settings. The protection devices
used in the networks are overcurrent relays exclusively. The relays have a high threshold
setting 1» and low threshold setting 1>. This means that short-circuit currents larger
than 1» are cleared in t» seconds and short-circuit currents larger than I> but smaller
than 1» are cleared within t> seconds. If a short-circuit current is smaller than the low
threshold 1>, a warning message is to be generated by the simulation software. A time
overcurrent plot ofthe relays used is shown in figure 4.2.

t> [ I!-- --.

t»

I> I»

Current (A)

figure 4.2 Overcurrent relay current-time plot

All events except interruptions are ordered in discrete duration and magnitude slots. A
discrete magnitude slot for instance contains all events ranging from 0.20 to 0.40 p.u.
Duration slots are defined likewise. Assume that there are b magnitude and c duration
discretizations (slots). The annual occurrence rates of all events expect interruptions are
now represented in a voltage dip magnitude-duration probability matrix A

A=

~I ~2

AzI
~c

~c

The voltage dip probability matrix contains the annual occurrence rates ofthe voltage dips
and normal voltage situations ordered by magnitude and duration ranges. In other words

b c

II~j =N diPS +N norm
i=1 j=1

Events that are recognized as interruptions are not included in one of the matrix cells.
This is because the duration of interruptions is very hard to determine as the duration of
interruptions depends on available redundancy or manual repair interactions. The
simulation method however allows the computation of the expected annual number of
interruptions on the pee.
The results obtained by solving (4.7) are contributions of the reduced network only. To
generalize to the entire network the reduced results are multiplied with the ratio between
the total number ofavailable feeders and the number ofsimulated feeders. Assume that a
complete MV network consists of nf feeders that are longer than the critical distance and
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have identical protection settings. This assumption is justified for all networks analyzed.
If the number of simulated feeders now is ns, the total number of voltage dips on the
substation busbars is

n
N =N ---Lsltbst dips ns

The simulation method will be applied to three completely different MV networks:

I. Zaltbommel (ZB) located in the south ofthe Netherlands. ZB is the most extensive of
networks studied.

2. Bergum (BG) located in the north close to a power plant.
3. Heerhugowaard (HHW) located in the northwest where load densities are rather high.

The location ofthe networks is shown in figure 4-30

figure 4-3 Location 0 f the networks analyzed

The simulation method is integrated with the DigSILENT power engineering software
using the DigSILENT Programming language (DPL). Trough this both the advantages of
the simulation method as the versatility of the yet available DigSILENT interface are fully
exploited. For the full source ofthe DPL scripts refer to appendix B.

4.2 Zaltbommel (ZB)

The ZB network is located closely to the heart of the Netherlands in between the two
major rivers. As the majority of all Dutch MV networks, the network exclusively consists
of underground GPLK power cables. All cables are connected to a MV substation that is
located to the southeast of the local town of Zaltbommel. Loads supplied by the network
include residential areas, light industry, agriculture (mainly gardeners) and public
transport (railways). Dispersed generation is present as small wind farms and generation
on a small scale by end-users.

4.2.1 Network characteristics

The ZB substation is connected to the 150 kV transmission network by three 66 MVA
transformers. The substation contains a IO kV double busbar system. Two transformers
are operated separately and both supply a single busbar. The third transformer provides
n-I redundancy. A total number of 19 feeders is connected radially to the substation.
Within and between the feeders also ring and mesh structures are used. Rings are split
into two separate parts by normal open points. It is noteworthy that all feeders in ZB
contain series inductances to reduce short circuit currents.
The MV busbars are impedance-grounded by means of a grounding transformer. The
grounding transformer has an internal impedance of j7 . This grounding strategy
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restricts the short-circuit current single phase to ground faults to a maximum of
approximately 2 kA.
The three feeders simulated are connected to busbar E of the substation and contain a
total number of approximately 70 MVfLV RMU's, 75 terminals and 68.7 km of cable. The
double busbar substation and the simulated feeders are shown in figure 4+ A complete
drawing of the reduced network can be found in appendix A.
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figure +4 MV Substation Zaltbommel including the simulated feeder 2,07.2.10 and 2.15.

The protection philosophy used in ZB is quite straightforward. Primary protection devices
are installed in the substation. Secondary devices are installed only at important terminals
in the network to protect feeder branches (laterals). To obtain protection selectivity, a
fault in a feeder branch always has to be cleared by a secondary device. This is achieved by
making the secondary device respond faster than the primary device. A sequence of
primary- and secondary protection devices is shown in figure 4.5.
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figure +5 Location ofprimary and secondary devices

Protection settings for all overcurrent relay types used in ZB are shown in table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2
ZALTBOMMEL PROTECTION SETTINGS

4.2.2 Network reliability

By monitoring power systems, average component failure rates have been accurately
determined [9J. Measurements in approximately 100.000 km of cable have shown that
paper-lead (GPLK) cables fail 1.047 times per 100 km. The very same monitoring project
incorporated approximately 500.000 cable sockets. The average number of cable sockets
applied per km cable nsocket is therefore estimated on

500.000 5 b ck 1 I
nsocket = = ca Ie so ets <m'

100.000
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It is furthermore assumed that cable socket reliability in ZB is equal to the national
average of 0.238 faults per 100 cable sockets. The cable failure rate per 100 km in
Zaltbommel is therefore estimated on

Ac =1.047 + 5·0.2383 =2.24

Which in fact is very close to the national monitored average of2.22 [91.

The failure rate of a terminal (RM U) is determined by taking transformer and fuse
contributions into account. The monitoring project has shown that 100 transformers fail
0.920 times a year and 100 fuses fail 0.328 times a year. The annual terminal failure rate
is now estimated on

A = 0.0920+0.0328 = 0.0012
I 100

Component failure rates used in the ZB simulations are shown in table 4.3

TABLE 4.3
ZALTBOMMEL RELIABILITY DATA

4.2.3 Substation voltage dip probability

To determine the voltage dip probability matrix, the substation busbar is assigned the
status ofPCC. Using the simulation software, short-circuits are enforced at every terminal
and cable available in the (reduced) network. The obtained A-matrix containing annual
voltage dip occurrence rates ordered by magnitude and duration is shown in table 4+

TABLE 404-
DIPS ON BAR E OF MY SUBSTATION

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0.20-0.)0 0 0 0 0 0

>0.)0-0.40 0 0 0 0 0

>0.40 -0 .50 0 0.002 0 0 0

>0.50 -0 .60 0 0.044 0 0 0

>0.60-0.70 0 0.050 0 0 0

>0.7°-0 .80 0.007 0.089 0 0 0

>0.80-0.90 0.074~__o___o_ 0

Apparently, the majority ofvoltage dips have a duration ranging between 0.20 sand 0.40

s. These are dips caused by faults in the three main feeders cleared when the primary
device high threshold (t») setting trips. These dips furthermore show a stepwise
increase towards the shallow 0.80-0.90 magnitude slot. This is an interesting
phenomenon occuring in networks mainly containing radial feeder structures. The
explanation is rather straightforward. Assume the magnitude-distance plot shown in
figure pI. The figure shows that only short-circuits very close to the PCC cause deep
voltage dips. Assume for instance that only short-circuits in the first 3 km cause dips
deeper than 0.80 p.u. Assume furthermore that the critical distance again is about 10 km.
This means that all faults occurring at a distance in between 3 km and 10 km from the
PCC cause 0.80-0.90 p.u. voltage dips. Obviously if the faults are evenly distributed, the
number of faults in the 3 km part is much smaller than the number of faults in the 7 km
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cable part. The number ofdeep voltage dips will therefore also be much smaller and show
a stepwise increase towards the shallow magnitude slot.
Table 4-4 also shows that minor contributions of feeder laterals are to be expected on the
substation busbars. These dips are not deeper than 0.80 p.u. and are cleared by the
secondary device within roo ms.
Instead of only using a table, voltage dip probability matrices are very well represented in
three dimensional bar plots. A bar plot oftable 4.4 is shown in figure 4.6.

figure 4- 6 Bar plot ofthe voltage dip probability matrix of the substation ZB busbar E

The results presented in figure 4.6 are contributions of only 3 out of 19 feeders. Using
equation (4.8) the results are generalized to the entire substation. The total annual
number ofvoltage dips to be expected on the ZB substation busbars therefore is:

19
Nsubsl,ZB = 3(0.002+0.044+0.050+0.089+0.239+0.007 +0.074) "" 3.2 (4.12)

All voltage dips mentioned in this section are line voltage dips on MV level exclusively. As
discussed previously in chapter 3 not all MV dips are necessarily transferred to lower
voltage levels. The actual transfer of these MV dips to LV level and their impact on
electrical equipment is further developed in section 4.6 and chapter 5.

4.2.4 End-user voltage dip probability

To determine voltage dip probability at customer terminals, the simulation method is
applied to an arbitrary end-user. Assume end-user Onderwaard (A) located at a junction
of cables in feeder 2.ro at a ro.1 km distance from the substation as shown in figure 4.7.

•Kerkwijk (B)

MV Busbar

i-' Feeder2.10 i
,----~------+i(j~/__+

i "-,
·~·--u

!

~
--'--r-~~'"

rndBfWaard (A)

figure 4-7 Location ofend-users A and B in the ZB network

When determining the voltage dip probability at A, the generalized results of the entire
network (Le. all 19 feeders) are included. The voltage dip probability matrix at A is shown
in figure 4.8
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figure +8 Voltage dip probability at tenninal A (Ondenvaard) in the ZB network

Obviously, the voltage dip probability at A is almost similar to the substation voltage dip
probability shown in figure 4.6. This indicates that the substation voltage dip properties
are transferred to all end-users in the network. As this profIle is customary for the entire
network, these voltage magnitude events are called remote events. Assume that a customer
is connected to a feeder, then the remote events are caused by faults in the other
(remaining) feeders. These faults are experienced on the substation busbars and next
transferred to all end-users present in the network.
The main difference between figure 4.8 and figure 4.6 is caused by faults occurring in
the local feeder (i.e. the feeder to which the end-user is connected). These effects are
caused by local events. Local events completely depend on the location of the terminal
observed and are therefore difficult to predict on forehand. The majority oflocal events in
fact are followed by an interruption, but this is dealt with in the next section. Compared to
remote events, local events comprise only a minor part of the total voltage dip probability.
Therefore, when assessing voltage dips in an entire MV network, the voltage dip
probability on the substation busbars regularly is sufficiently representative.

4.2.5 End-user interruption probability

As all faults are cleared at feeder branches or by devices in the substation, short-circuits in
the MV network do not cause substation interruptions. In other words, faults on MV level
do not cause busbar voltage drops below 0.01 p.u. Customers however can actually
experience interruptions. In particular customers located at large distances from the
substation prove to be very vulnerable to voltage interruptions.
Besides at A, the interruption rate at another location is calculated. End-user Kerkwijk (B)
is located at the end of feeder 2.07 at a 14.7 distance from the substation.
As explained in section 4.1 the simulation software can immediately distinguish
interruptions from voltage dips. A number of interruptions however is preceded by a
voltage dip and therefore not directly recognized as an interruption. To differentiate
between both kinds of interruptions, a type indication is used. Interruptions immediately
perceived by the simulation software are called type 1 interruptions. Interruptions
preceded by voltage dips however are called type 2 interruptions. The number of type 2

interruptions completely depends on location and protection settings and are partly
determined manually.
Both type of interruptions have been calculated at the A and B terminals. The results are
shown in table 4.5.

TABLE 4.5
ANNUAL INTERRUPTION RATES OF CUSTOMERS IN ZALTBOMMEL

=B O.I 0.22 o. 08

(#) AIR: Annual Interruption Rate
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Because of larger cable lengths in feeder 2.07, the number of interruptions at B is
substantially larger than at A. The table also shows that B experiences more type 2
interruptions. This is caused by faults in branches of feeder 2.07 first causing voltage dips
immediately followed by an interruption.
On a national scale, the interruption rate caused by MV networks is 0.21 [9]. Although the
interruption rate at B is almost twice as large, these results are not representative for the
entire network as customers located closer to the substation will experience less
interruptions. This shows that the interruption rate at A probably is quite representative
for the entire network and that the average interruption rate in Zaltbommel is a little
larger than the national average.

4.3 Bergum (BG)

The BG MV network is located in the north of the Netherlands in the province of
Friesland. The city of Bergum has both a power plant and a MV substation within its
boundaries. The power plant directly supplies the 220 kV transmission network. The 10
kV BG substation however is connected two transformation steps lower. Just as the ZB
network the BG network also exclusively consists of underground power cables. Loads
include residential area's, a paper mill, a natural gas company and small-scale commerce.

4.3.1 Network characteristics

Substation BG is connected to the regional 110 kV network by two 33 MVA transformers.
The substation contains a 10 kV double busbar system. Very typical for this network is
the fact that the distribution of energy is even more refined by the application of
switching stations. Switching stations are situated approximately 5 to 10 km from a
substation to further extend the radial structure of the MV network. A drawing of both
substation and switching station structures is shown in figure 4.9 Bergum substation and
switching station.
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Swt1l:hS8ergumIRaL_----.-~ ........+-1++--+-
8vIoi1l:hS 8ergumlRai.. -+_-+-H-+...L....l---L....l.-_...l.-_
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figure 4-9 Bergum substation and switching station.

Substation and switching station interconnections are provided by four parallel AL240
cables. The switching station itself has a total number of 15 feeders attached. The
simulated (reduced) network however only contains feeders 11,12, 17 and 19. Feeder 17 is
connected by means of a series inductance introducing a 0.3 series-impedance. Not the
switching station, but the substation is impedance-grounded by a grounding transformer
having an internal impedance of 7i . The four simulated feeders contain 73 km ofcable.
End-users are connected to the network by 84 MV/LV DY5 transformers. A complete
drawing of the network can be found in appendix A.
The protection philosophy in BG is quite different from the ZB network. Again,
overcurrent relays are used, but only the primary devices in the switching station have a
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high and low threshold setting. The secondary devices in the network have a low
threshold (I>,t» setting only. Protection settings are shown in table 4.6.

TABLE 4.6
BERGUM PROTECTION SETTINGS

4.3.2 Network reliability

In Bergum also particularly paper-lead cables are in use. The failure rate in Bergum is
therefore set to the national average of 1.047 balanced and unbalanced faults per 100 km.
Opposed to the ZB network however, the cable sockets available in Bergum are less
reliable. The Bergum cable sockets are of the mass-Nekaldiet type and have proven to
have a rather high failure rate. The cable socket failure rate is therefore set to the failure
rate of the lowest quality cable sockets available in the Netherlands that fail 0.420 times a
year [9]. This implies that the composed cable failure rate is equal to

Ac =1.047+5·0.419=3.14

The terminal failure rate is again set to 0.0012 faults per year. The BG component failure
rates are summarized in table 4.7.

TABLE 4.7
BERGUM NETWORK RELIABILITY DATA

4.3.3 Substation voltage dip probability

By again forcing faults in the entire network, the dip magnitude-duration matrix on the
switching station busbar II is calculated. The reduced results are shown in figure 4.10.
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figure 4.10 Dip magnitude·duration matrix at switching station Bergum

Because of the protection settings, short-circuits occurring dose to the switching station
are cleared rather fast (100 ms). However, these events only slightly account to the full
voltage dip picture as the majority of voltage dips are events with a duration of 0.4-0.6 s.
These are short-circuits that occur at a larger distance from the switching station and have
to cleared by secondary protection devices at feeder branches. These events mainly
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account for the shallower dips that are not deeper than 0.60 p.u. Again, notice the
gradual or step-wise increase towards the shallower 0.80-0.90 p.u. magnitude slot.
Figure 4.12 also shows a small contribution of dips in the I.00-I.20 sand I.40-I.60 s
duration slots. These dips are caused by faults not detected by primary protection 1»
settings. Therefore, the primary devices waits for t> seconds until the low threshold
setting trips. These dips could be eliminated by simply restricting 1» of the primary
device. This will be researched more thoroughly in chapter 5.
The annual number of dips in the entire network is again calculated by generalizing the
results. Accounting for all IS feeders available, the total number of voltage dips to be
expected on the BG switching station busbars is

15
Nswitch,BG =4(0.54) z 2.0

However, these are contributions of the switching station only. In fact all voltage dips
occurring on the BG substation are also transferred to the switching stations. Taking into
account that two switching stations are connected to the substation, the number of
voltage dips in ZB is estimated to be at least twice as large as single switching station
contributions. In other words

Nsubsl,BG =2NsWilch,BG =4.0 (4.15)

4.3.4 End-user interruption probability

As in the ZB network interruption rates at two different end-user terminals are
determined. Locations ofend-users are shown in figure 4.II.

MV Busbar

i (A)

"Inlaloane 7M

figure 4.11 Location ofBG end-users

Both end-users are located at the middle of a ring. End-user A is supplied by feeder 12. B
is supplied by feeder II. Since a lot of redundant connections by normal open points are
present, fast voltage restoration after a fault is possible. The determined interruption rates
of both end-users are shown in table 4.8

TABLE 4.8
ANNUAL INTERRUPTION RATES IN THE BG NETWORK

Because of the low-reliability cable sockets, end-users in BG experience more voltage
interruptions than in ZB. According to the table, power operation in the BG network will
fail approximately once in three years.
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4.4 Heerhugowaard (HHW)

The MV-substation Heerhugowaard is located in one of the less densely populated area's
in the northwest of the Netherlands. Connection to the transmission network is
performed on 50 kV level. Feeders connected again exclusively consist of underground
power cables. Loads supplied by the network are mainly residential area's and public
railways.

4.4.1 Network characteristics

The HHW substation is connected to the 50 kV network by three 18 MVA Dy
transformers. Two transformers each supply a separate 10 kV double busbar system
while the third provides n-I redundancy. Busbar interconnections are available but not in
use during normal operation. In total, 16 feeders are connected to the substation. Neither
of the feeders contains series inductances. A drawing ofthe substation is shown in figure
4.12
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figure 4.12 Substation Heerhugowaard

The reduced network contains feeders 144, 145, 154 and 164. The number of simulated
RMU'sis about the same as in the previous simulations, but cable lengths are much
shorter. All available cables add up to a total length of only 49.2 km containing 79
RMU's. This means that the average energy density, expressed in the number of MV/LV
stations per km cable, is considerably larger than in ZB or BG.
The substation transformers used to be solidly grounded, but this caused very large short
circuit currents due to single phase to ground faults. To reduce short-circuit currents, the
MV star point is currently grounded by a 9 inductance.
The protection strategy in this network is somewhat different from the BG network.
Higher short-circuits are again only to be cleared by primary protection devices. Besides
the high threshold (I») the primary device also has a low threshold (1)). Secondary
devices only have a low threshold (1)) setting only The full range of available protection
devices is shown in table 4.9.

TABLE 4.9
PROTECTION SETTINGS IN THE HHW NETWORK

4.4.2 Network reliability

As in Bergum and Zaltbommel, the Heerhugowaard network for the majority consists of
paper-lead cables. The cable sockets in use are mainly of the nekaldiet type, accounting
for rather high cable failure rates. The estimated Heerhugowaard component failure rates
are shown in table 4.10.
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TABLE 4.10

HHW RELIABILITY SETTINGS

4.4.3 Substation voltage dip probability

The voltage dip magnitude-duration matrix on busbar IOAr is shown in figure 4.r3-
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figure 4.13 Voltage dip probability on HHW busbar lOA!

And the voltage dip probability on busbar IOA2 is shown in figure 4.r4.

figure 4.14 Voltage dip probability on HHW busbar loA2

Even while the busbar dip probabilities are very different, both figures only show 0.00
0.20 sand 0.80-1.00 s duration voltage dips. In reality, busbar roAr has 7 feeders
attached. The number of voltage dips on busbar IOAr, generalized to the entire network
therefore is

7
Nsubst,HHWAl = 2(0.457) :::: 1.61

while the number ofdips on busbar roA2 having 9 feeders attached is

9
Nsubst,HHWA2 = 2(0.343) :::: 1.54
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Although the entire substation would experience around 3 dips per year, using a separate
busbar system reduces the number remote events transferred to end-users by a factor of
two.

4.4.4 End-user interruption probability

Again interruption probabilities and dip magnitude-duration matrices are determined at
two different locations. End-users A and B and network topology are shown in figure
4.15.
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figure 4-15 location ofend-user tenninals in the HHW network

End-user A is connected to bar loA2 at the end of a relatively long feeder. End-user B is
connected to bar loAI and is located in a ring. Feeder interconnections by normal open
point are available to enable fast voltage restoration. Calculated interruption rates at both
end-user terminals are shown in table 4.11.

TABLE 4.11
ANNUAL INTERRUPTION RATES OF CUSTOMERS IN THE HHW NETWORK

B 0.1 1 0.20 O. 6

The number of interruptions at A is considerably larger than at B. All type 2 interruptions
experienced by A are caused by faults in the feeders laterals. By installing a secondary
protection device in the feeders' lateral the AIR at A could be seriously reduced.

4.5 Statistical interpretation of simulation method

In the Zaltbommel network actual voltage dip measurements have been carried out.
From 1997 up to now an average number of 3.75 voltage dips has occurred [151. The
variance in the measurements however is rather large. During the year 1999 a total
number of 8 voltage dips occurred. In the previous year however, only 2 voltage dips were
registered. To deal with measurement variance, the annual number of voltage dips is
expressed by using the Poisson distribution. This is allowed since the annual number of
faults on a cable is also distributed according to the Poisson distribution [211. Accounting
for all cables in the network then shows that the annual number of voltage dips on a
substation is also a Poisson distribution. Assume that X is a random variable representing
the annual number of voltage dips and is the mean number of dips. The Poisson
probability distribution ofX equals
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Although the measurement mean is 3.75 dips/year, in section 4.2.3 has been shown that
the simulations only predict 302 dips/year. How well do these results correlate? Using
(4.18) both simulated and measured voltage dip probabilities are depicted in figure 4.16.
It is clear that the shapes of both probability densities are quite similar. However, since
the means differ, individual probabilities can be rather different. Around the means of
both distributions, measured and simulated results are rather close. Assume for instance
the probability that 4 dips per year occur. Using the measured distribution P(X=4) is
0.1938. On the other hand, using the simulated distribution P(X=4) is 0.1781. The
uncertainty ~ in these results is

g =11 0.
1781

1=8.1%
4 0.1938

However, the uncertainty in the probability ~ that 1 dips are measured or simulated per
year is

t5. = 11- 0.
0882

1= 32.4%
I 0.1304

Apparently, close to the means of both distributions, the simulations and measurements
correlate well. However, due to the shape of the Poisson distribution, further away from
the mean values, different results may be obtained. Both distributions are shown infigure
4.16.
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figure 4.16 Poisson distribution ofthe annual number of measured and simulated results in the Zaltbommel network

The probability distributions show that it is impossible to exactly predict the actual
number ofvoltage dips that is to be expected at an arbitrary PCC in the network. However
by simulating (or monitoring) the average or mean number of voltage dips the Poisson
distribution can be used to determine the probability that a certain number ofvoltage dips
will occur during a year.

4.6 Transfer of HV dips down to MV level

In the previous sections, voltage dip and interruption probabilities of three MV networks
have been determined. The total number of voltage dips in a network however also
includes dips that are transferred from higher voltage levels. This paragraph quantifies
the number of HV voltage dips that are transferred down to lower (MV and LV) levels.
As shown in chapter 3, the extent at which dips are transferred from HV to MV level
depends on the voltage dip shape and on the type of HV/MV transformers used. In HV
networks mainly consisting of overhead lines four types of faults may occur. A survey of
all types and an assumption of probability is shown in table 4.12. The distributions are
obtained from five year power quality monitoring in the US [12].
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TABLE 4.12
FAULTS AND THEIR MUTUAL DISTRIBUTION IN OVERHEAD LINE NETWORKS

Single phase to ground fault 70%
Two phase fault IS %
Two phase to ground fault ro%
Three phase fault ,%

These four types may cause seven different voltage dip shapes [I]. As explained in chapter
3, the voltage dip shape strongly depends on the method of network grounding. As HV
networks in the Netherlands all are impedance-grounded, only two-phase faults, two
phase to ground faults and three phase faults are transferred down to lower voltage levels.
The single-phase to ground faults again cause deep single phase dips that are not
transferred to lower levels because of the common zero-sequence shift. This shows that,
when studying the transfer of HV dips to lower levels, only 30 % of the dips has to be
accounted for.
Transformer connections in HV/MV substations are always star-delta or delta-star. As
shown before, MV/LV transformer connections are always delta star. By applying all
possible faults to all transformer types, the transfer of HV dips to lower levels is
determined. This transfer is clarified in figure 4.17.
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figure 4.17 Transfer ofHV dips to lower voltage levels.

The figure shows that single-phase to ground faults occurring in the HV network are not
transferred to MV and LV levels. Three phase faults however are transferred in full extent
to all applicable voltage levels. Two phase faults cause either a single phase of two phase
voltage dip depending on the voltage level concerned.
National transmission system monitoring shows that a MV substation receives an average
number of 6.1 voltage dips from higher voltage levels [18]. In addition, 3.6 dips are caused
by automatic reclosure on HV level. By removing the single phase voltage dips (Le. only
taking 30% into account) the total number of HV dips estimated to propagate down to
MVand LV levels is estimated to be 2.9 per year.

4.7 Survey of voltage dip and interruption issues

This section contains a survey ofthe dips occurring in the three networks analyzed as well
as an comparison of international power quality measurements.

4.7.1 Voltage dip survey

The results of the previous paragraphs are summarized in table 4.13
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TABLE 4.13
VOLTAGE DIP AND INTERRUPTION SURVEY

Zaltbommel

Bergum

Heerhugowaard

0.20

0·35

0.30 1.6

6.1

4·5 3. 2

The first column indicates the characteristic annual interruption rates of each network.
To exclude local phenomena, the determined AIR is averaged over several locations.
The second column contains the number of line voltage dips on the local substation
caused by faults in the MV network. The next column contains the number of dips
transferred from HV to MV level as discussed in the previous section. By adding up the
second and third column the fourth column is obtained. This column now contains the
total number ofvoltage dips on the substation busbars.
The last column contains the annual number of dips experienced by LV customers. This
number is calculated by reducing all HV and MV dips to phase voltages on LV level

• The HV contributions are reduced by recognizing all types of balanced and
unbalanced voltage dips. Only 1/6 of the HV dips are caused by three phase
faults. This means that only 1/6 of the HV voltage dips cause a drop in all LV
phase voltages. 5/6 of the faults are two-phase or two-phase to ground faults
causing voltage drops in two out of three LV phase voltages. The annual number
of single phase dips Ndips,HV-LV transferred from HV to LV level is now calculated
as:

NdipS,HV-LV =~. 2.9 +%.%.2.9 =2.1

• The MV contributions include both three phase as well as two phase to ground
contributions. As shown in section 4.1 both fault types have approximately equal
occurrence rates. Again, the three phase voltage dips are entirely transferred to
lower voltage levels. The two phase to ground faults however are only experienced
in one out of three LV phase voltages. By reducing both dip types to LV level, the
annual number of dips Ndips,Mv_Lvtransferred from MV to LV phase voltages is (in
the ZB network)

Ndips,MV-LV =~ .3.2 +~.X' 3.2 = 2.1

Now by adding up (4.21) and (4.22) the values in the last column are obtained.

4.7.2 International comparison of voltage dip numbers

The large majority of all Dutch MV networks consist of underground power cables. In
many countries around the world however, particularly overhead lines are used. This
section shows that underground cable networks are superior when voltage dips are
concerned. The performance of the three cable networks is compared to three overhead
line networks studied in international literature:

I. An overhead MV network in Finland. The network is located in one of the
extended rural area's of Finland. A single substation in the network is subject
to 40 dips per year [10].

2. A 6.6 kV overhead line network in Japan. During the year 1999, 33 voltage
dips were registered [16].
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3. A MV overhead line network in South-Africa. Measurements in the network
have shown that at various sites consumers are exposed to up to 50 voltage
dips a year [17].

Annual dip number in the three Continuon networks and the three overhead line
networks are shown infigure 4.18.

figure 4.18 Annual number ofdips ofthe Continuon networks compared to the performance of international overhead line networks
studied in literature.

The figure shows that in cable networks the number ofvoltage dips is up to 6 times lower
than in overhead line networks. This is mainly because overhead lines are far more
vulnerable to outside effects than cables. Overhead line operation is particularly disturbed
by lighting, weather impact or nearby tree growth, but of course these do not apply to
cable networks. The majority of faults in cable networks are caused by excavation
activities or cable ageing, but these obviously occur less frequently than events that affect
overhead line operation.
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5 Voltage dip impact on electrical
equipment

The previous chapters focused on quantifYing voltage dips in medium voltage
networks. It has been shown that the average LV customer is subject to about 3 to 5

voltage dips per year. Nevertheless, not all voltage dips necessarily harm electrical
equipment operation. It may well be that a voltage dip occurs without even being noticed
by customers.
In this chapter the degree of interaction between power networks and electrical
equipment is studied. First, measurement results of equipment sensitivity to voltage dips
are presented. Of mayor importance is the development of voltage tolerance curves of
equipment common in the average Dutch household. After these curves have been
accurately defined, the actual impact of voltage dips on equipment is studied. Using the
results presented in chapter 4, network characteristics are matched with equipment
tolerance curves. This enables the determination of actual voltage dip impact on electrical
equipment.

5.1 Measurement principles

In collaboration with the Energy Centre of the Netherlands (ECN), electrical equipment
sensitivity to voltage dips has been studied. At ECN's AC power laboratory various supply
voltage dips were generated with the purpose to impose equipment malfunctions. By
separating dips causing equipment malfunctions from dips that are tolerated by
equipment, voltage tolerance curves are developed. The equipment studied and
malfunction criteria are discussed below:

1. Personal Computer: A PC malfunctions if a reboot, loss of data or a shutdown
occurs.

2. Television: A television malfunctions if the screen picture is completely
interrupted or if a shutdown occurs.

3. VCR: A VCR malfunctions if data recorded during the voltage dip is distorted
during playback or if a shutdown occurs.

4. Microwave oven: The microwave oven malfunctions if the oven control
settings are lost during the dip or if a shutdown occurs.

5. TL lighting tube: The lamp malfunctions if re-ignition after a voltage dip event
fails.

5.1.1 Measurement setup

The equipment is connected to a 5 kW network simulator. The simulator is controlled by
supply voltage shape manipulation software enabling the generation of voltage dips with
arbitrary magnitude and duration. To imitate the behavior of a real LV network an
internal series impedance can be connected to the network simulator. This impedance
however was not used during the measurements. The test object (equipment) voltages
and currents are registered by an oscilloscope and a power analyzer. The oscilloscope is
used to store time domain values of the supply voltage and the equipment current. The
voltage probe is set to a factor 1/200 and the current probe is set to 100 mV/A. The
measurement setup is shown in figure 5.1.
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5.1.2 Measurement method

According to the ITIC curve, equipment power acceptability is often assumed to have a
rectangular shape. An arbitrary power acceptability curve is shown in figure 5.2.

(1)

! Mtrip

c:

f

Duration

figure 5.2 Determination ofa voltage tolerance curve.

To determine the actual acceptability curve, 4 steps are taken:

(I) A deep, long-duration dip is enforced on the equipment terminals. The dip is
located in the region below the curve and will cause a malfunction.

(2) The dip duration is gradually decreased until the equipment no longer shows
malfunctions. Hereby, the left side of the voltage tolerance curve (ttrip )is obtained.

(3) Using the duration settings of (I) now the dip magnitude is gradually decreased
(i.e. shallower dips) to find the upper side of the voltage tolerance curve (Mtrip).

(4) Voltage dips having magnitudes only slightly below or above M trip with various
durations are enforced at the equipment terminals to verify the rectangular shape
ofthe voltage tolerance curve.

All measurements are repeated at least 10 times to exclude random equipment behavior.
This is particularly applicable to events located closely to the curve.

5.2 Measurement results

Using the described method, the power acceptability ofthe 5 types of equipment has been
determined. This section describes measurement progress as well as time-domain
equipment behavior. The actual PAC's of all equipment types are presented in section
5.2 .6
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5.2.1 Personal computer

The PC studied is a Tulip Vision Line Windows 98 Pentium containing a switched mode
power supply. First, a 0.50 P.u.-500ms dip was generated at the terminals but this did not
interrupt operation at all. The time domain waveforms of the supply voltage and the PC
current are respectively shown in channel I and 2 in figure 5.3.

1.48 V,

figure 5.J PC supply voltage and current

Channel I shows the actual voltage drop to 0.50 p.u. for 500 ms. Channel 2 shows the
computer's current response to a voltage dip. Immediately after the voltage drop occurs,
the current drawn from the power supply decays to nearly zero. After approximately 200
ms the computer resumes drawing current from the power supply. The current
magnitude however now is slightly larger than the nominal current during normal
voltage situations. As soon as the voltage dip ends, the current returns to its nominal
value but shows a rather large switch-on transient.
The current waveform can be explained by looking into the internal PC power supply. As
most electrical equipment the PC contains a switched mode power supply. A switched
power supply regularly consists of three different parts. As the nominal supply voltage of
230 V is far too high for semiconductor electronics the voltage needs to be decreased. The
first stage of the power supply therefore is a transformer. Next, biasing the transistors
requires a stable DC voltage, so a bridge rectifier is used. To obtain a stable input voltage
a low pass filter is connected to the output of the rectifier. The low pass fIlter essentially is
a capacitor C providing a low impedance return path for undesirable higher frequencies.
A typical switched mode power supply is shown in figure 5.4

figure 5.4 Switched power supply

During a voltage dip, the switched mode power supply performs three sequential tasks:

I. The capacitor C is charged to the equipment operating voltage Ve. As the supply
voltage Vs drops and becomes smaller than Ve, the current Is is blocked by the
diodes.

2. Although Is now is zero, the load current h is maintained by the capacitor
discharging over the load. The discharge time is determined by the RC time
constant of the circuit.

3. After the capacitor voltage Ve has decreased to the remaining voltage during the
voltage dip the diodes are again forward biased. The current ILis restored.
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These observations have consequences for all electrical equipment containing switched
mode power supplies:

• Regardless of magnitude, voltage dips with a duration shorter than the time
constant ofthe capacitor are always tolerated.

• Switched mode power supplies can tolerate considerable voltage magnitude
drops. The switched mode power supply maintains the power flow to the
equipment by increasing the current.

• If the supply voltage drops below a predefined value, the switched mode
power supply will switch offand an equipment malfunction occurs.

Because of the switched mode power supply, the voltage tolerance curves of the majority
of electrical equipment indeed are rectangular. The particular PC studied failed for all
dips having a magnitude lower than 0.48 p.u. for longer than 220 ms. The PC power
acceptability curve is shown in figure 5.7.

5.2.2 Television

The television also contains a switched mode power supply. In case ofvoltage dips deeper
than 0.50 p.u. for a duration longer than 128 ms the TV shuts down.

5.2.3 VCR

Similar to the PC and television the VCR is also equipped with a switched mode power
supply. The VCR was studied during standby mode and during play mode. These two
modes are different because the required current during play mode is larger than in
standby mode:

• During standby mode the VCR failed for all voltage dips longer than 290 ms
deeper than 0.30 p.u. The current was 0.101 A

• During play mode the VCR failed for all voltage dips longer than 240 ms deeper
than 0.30 p.u. The current was 0.1I7 A

Apparently, the minimum tolerated dip duration (ttrip in figure 5.2) depends on the
operating current. A larger current will faster discharge the input capacitor accounting for
a lower duration tolerance. This means that the voltage tolerance of some electrical
equipment is dependent on whether it is in operation or in stand by mode. Besides VCR's
also printers and copiers for instance will show an operation dependent voltage tolerance.
To develop the voltage tolerance dependence ofequipment on required power, assume an
electrical appliance demanding current I, when in operation and 12 when standing by. As
soon as a voltage dip occurs the input current is temporarily maintained by the capacitor
that has been charged to Ve. If the appliance is in operation the demanded power is

But in the case it is standing by, it requires a lower power

The discharge process of the input capacitor for demanded currents I, and I, is shown in
figure 5.5.
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7Jme (s)

figure 5.5 Discharge process ofthe input capacitor

During the discharge process of the input capacitor, the load current is maintained. This
means that the switched power supply can always tolerate voltage dips with a duration
shorter than t, when in operation or shorter than t2 when standing by. The discharge curve
ofthe operation mode is given by

v: (t) - v: e R,C
1 - C

and in standby mode

In which R, and R2 are the loads ofthe capacitor during operation and stand by mode. The
loads are assumed to be absolutely resistive. If the voltage dip duration is long enough,
the capacitor will eventually discharge to the magnitude of the voltage dip Vdip ' During
operation is takes a time t, to reach Vdip' When standing by, the capacitor discharges
slower and it takes a time t2 to reach the voltage dip magnitude. In other words

_1_1 --.!L

v -V e R,C - V e R2 C
dip-C -C

Solving for the relation t, / t2 yields

And as the resistances R, and R2 are proportional to the reciprocal ofthe current

Verifying (5.7) for the VCR gives

!L = 240 "" 0.83
t2 290

and
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12 = 0.101 z 0.86
II 0.117

Which shows that equation (5.7) in fact is a useful approximation to determine the
dependence ofequipment voltage tolerance to differences in demanded load currents.

5.2.4 Microwave oven

The microwave oven researched is the only piece of equipment not containing a switched
mode power supply. The heating device and electronics are connected by a transformer so
the current drawn by the microwave oven immediately responds to supply voltage
magnitude. deviations. This can be seen in figure 5.6 showing both the supply voltage
and current during a 0.70 p.U.-IOO ms dip.

figure 5.6 Microwave oven voltage (channell) and current (channel 2)

Opposed to devices containing a switched mode power supply, the oven current
immediately decreases. In this example the current supplied to the electronics apparently
suffices to maintain oven operation. However, if the duration of the voltage dip would
become too long, the microwave oven will eventually trip. This implies that the shape of
the power acceptability curve will be determined by the voltage dip energy, i.e. the product
of magnitude and duration according to (2.8). The voltage tolerance curve of the
microwave oven therefore shows a (stepwise) gradual increase. If the voltage dip lasts
longer, the magnitude causing equipment gradually becomes shallower. This
phenomenon is also shown in figure 5.7.

5.2.5 Tllighting tube

Exposing the TL tube to voltage dips caused decreases in light production or even
interruptions. The bulb however managed to restart after the severest of voltage dips and
therefore did not show any malfunctions due to voltage dips.

5.2.6 Power acceptability curves

The obtained power acceptability curves ofthe equipment considered are shown in figure
5.7. Besides the curves based on measurements, the figure also shows the renown ITiC
curve. It is quite remarkable to see that all equipment complies to the ITiC requirements.
The ITiC curve therefore shows to be a reliable reference when the worst-case sensitivity
ofequipment to voltage dips is concerned.
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figure 5.7 Power acceptability curves ofdomestic equipment

5.3 Actual equipment impact

In this section the method of voltage dip coordination charts is used to match network
characteristics to equipment sensitivity to voltage dips.

5.3.1 Voltage dip coordination charts

The voltage dip coordination chart method was first introduced to research the effects of
voltage dips on sensitive manufacturing processes [3,7]. Voltage dip coordination proves
to be a very intuitive way of matching network performance to equipment sensitivity. To
draw voltage coordination charts, the following three steps are performed:

1. Using voltage dip matrices. The voltage dip probability matrices obtained in the
previous chapter order the annual number of dips in discrete magnitude and
duration slots. As an example assume the voltage dip probability matrix shown in
table 5.1

TABLE 5.!
VOLTAGE DIP MAGNITUDE DURATION MATRIX

0.0<0.1 0.1<0·3 0·3<0·5 0·5<0·7 0·7<0·9
>0.80-0·9° 0 I 0 !

>0.7°-0.80 0 0 0

>0.60-0·7° 0 0

0.5°-0.60 0 0 0

0.4°-0.5°
0-]0-0.40 0

0.20-0·3°
0.10-0.20 0

>0.01-0.10

This table for instance shows that there are 3 dips with a magnitude between 0.01

and 0.10 p.u., but only 2 dips between 0.10 and 0.20 p.u etc.

2. Calculation ofthe cumulative table. For all cells in table 5.1 the number of dips that
are worse (i.e. have a higher energy) is determined. Worse means that either the
duration is longer or the magnitude is deeper. As an example assume the 0.40

0.50 p.u. magnitude, 0.1-0.3 s duration cell in table 5.1. Indicated by the rectangle,
there are exactly 10 dips in the table that are deeper than 0.50 p.u. with a duration
larger than 0.1 s. By carrying out this procedure for each available cell, the
cumulative table is obtained. The cumulative table is shown in table 5.2
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TABLE 5-2
CUMULATIVE TABLE

0.0 0.1 0.] 0.5 0.7

23 18 14 9 5
20 16 12 8 4

~ 4 " 7 4
15 9 6 3
13 8 5 3
10 8 6 4 2

8 6 5 3 2

5 4 3 2 I

_3__2__2 ---'

Note that the 0.50 p.U-O.I S cell indeed exactly contains IO events.

3. Drawing the voltage coordination chart. The next step is drawing the actual voltage
dip coordination chart. This is achieved by drawing contour lines of the
cumulative table. Each contour line maps an area in the magnitude duration
plane that exactly contains a certain number ofvoltage dips. The obtained voltage
dip coordination plot is shown in figure 5.8..'r-~--~--r- - 4
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figure 5.8 Example voltage dip coordination chart

The drawn contour lines now can easily be matched with equipment power acceptability
curves. Assume the rectangular power acceptability curve of a piece of equipment shown
in figure 5.8. This curve exactly meets the "5" contour. As the contour exactly encloses an
area in the magnitude duration plane that contains 5 dips/year, there are exactly 5 voltage
dips located below the power acceptability curve. The dips below the curve will cause the
piece of equipment to malfunction, so the number of equipment trips would be 5 per
year.
In the next sections, the voltage dip coordination method will be applied to the HHW, ZB
and BG networks. As shown in figure 5.7 the ITIC curve is very suitable to represent the
average worst-case sensitivity of equipment to voltage dips. By matching the ITIC curve to
network voltage coordination charts, the actual impact of voltage dips on equipment is
determined.

5.3.2 Heerhugowaard

When drawing voltage dip coordination charts both MV and HV contributions are taken
into account. To study the actual impact on customers only cumulative single phase LV
voltage dips are calculated. This means that the number of LV voltage dips shown in the
coordination charts equals the last column of table 4.13. The resulting voltage dip
coordination chart of the HHW network has been matched with the ITIC curve in figure

5·9·
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figure 5.9 Heerhugowaard voltage coordination chart

The chart shows that dip duration in HHW is generally shorter than 0.95 sand
magnitude is not deeper than 0.4 p.u. Furthermore, the chart shows that the maximum
number of expected dips is slightly higher than 3 per year (i.e. 3.2). The actual number of
possible equipment trips is determined by intersecting the contour lines with the ITIC
curve. Since the curve by itself is not rectangular, it is split up into three rectangular
area's A, Band C. The total number of expected equipment trips in the HHW network is

NtriPS =A+B+C

The area represented by Band C exactly intersects the 2.5 dips/year contour, so

B+C=2.5

The A and B area approximately intersects with the 0.35 dips/year contour

A+B =0.35

And the B area represents 0.25 single dip/year

B =0.25

The total number ofexpected annual equipment trips can now easily be determined

NtriPS = A+B+C =0.10+0.25+2.25 = 2.6

Although the ITIC curve quite strictly divides the magnitude duration plane into tolerable
and non-tolerable regions, the chart shows that not all dips will necessarily result in
equipment trips. In HHW only 2.6 out of 3.2 dips (Le. 80%) are bound to cause
equipment malfunctions.

5.3.3 Zaltbommel

In ZB dip durations are short and magnitudes are shallow. The coordination chart is
shown in figure 5.10. The chart very clearly shows that the majority of dips is located in
the short and shallow regions of the magnitude-duration plane. Dips are not deeper than
0.50 p.u. and last shorter than 0.4 s. Even while about 4 dips a year take place,
equipment trips occur 2.5 times (60%) a year at the worst. This indicates that compared
to the HHW network the ratio of voltage dips possibly causing equipment trips is about
20% lower.
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figure 5.10 Zalbtommel voltage coordination chart

5.3.4 Bergum

In BG much deeper dips occur. Because of rather slow-reacting protection devices, dip
durations are also longer. The voltage coordination chart on busbar II of the BG
substation (not the switching station) is shown in figure 5-11.

~ ....1

0.2 ... 1.'

figure 5.11 Bergum voltage coordination chart

It is quite remarkable that the 0.5 dips/year contour extends to the longer duration region
of the magnitude-duration plane. Although representing events only occurring once in
two years, the contour is mostly situated below the ITIC curve. Together with
contributions of the 3 dips per year contour, sensitive electrical equipment will fail
approximately 3.3 times per year. This means that only 70% ofall LV single phase voltage
dips is bound to cause equipment malfunction.
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6 Improving and classifying power
quality

A s shown in the previous chapter, the power quality of a network is mostly determined
by the degree of interaction between suppliers and consumers. On the supply side,

power system failures should be a major concern to utility companies. On the other hand,
consumers severely polluting the public electrical environment should partly be held
responsible for the occurrence of power quality problems. In this chapter the interactions
between supplier and customer are further extended.
The main focus of this chapter is to reduce the number of equipment malfunctions to
power system disturbances. In literature this process is called voltage dip mitigation. This
chapter moreover shows that countermeasures can be taken either at end-user terminals
(load side) or in the network infrastructure (supply side). The chapter finishes
introducing a preliminary design for the classification of voltage dips, explicitly pointing
out responsibilities to utilities, customers and equipment manufacturers.

6.1 Load side voltage dip mitigation

One of the possible voltage dip mitigation methods is taking countermeasures directly at
end-user terminals. As all these countermeasures temporarily maintain the voltage over
the equipment terminals and therefore restrict the number of voltage dips causing
equipment malfunctions. Among these countermeasures are: purchasing uninterruptible
power supplies (UPS's), capacitor ride through and installing dynamic voltage restorers.
These three possible countermeasures are discussed here briefly.

6.1.1 Uninterruptible Power Supplies

UPS's originate in protecting important computer systems from power line disturbances.
During these disturbances the UPS maintains a stable voltage at the computer power
supply enabling vital data to be saved. UPS's are also used in other applications. Besides
computer technology oriented business, health care organizations also heavily depend on
the quality of the supply voltage. As supply voltage distortions may interrupt for instance
entire intensive care departments, most hospitals also have an uninterruptible power
supply standing by .

In general, UPS's come in two types: static and dynamic. Both types are discussed below:

• Static UPS consists of a battery and an inverter. Static UPS can be subdivided into
online and omine UPS. Online UPS remains continuously active with full voltage
regulations. amine UPS activates only during voltage distortions. Both types
retain the voltage close to or at the nominal value. The lifetime of the batteries is
limited and generally of the order of minutes. The transfer time from omine to
online is of the order of several ms, in any case faster than the 20 ms indicated by
the ITIC curve.

• Dynamic UPS (or rotary UPS) is aimed at higher power customers (> 100 kVA).
Dynamic UPS consists of a motor-generator set taking over the local power supply
during supply voltage drops. Dynamic UPS can also be operated online as well as
omine. One mayor drawbacl< of omine UPS is that the time required to start up
the driving engine is of the order of seconds. This makes dynamic UPS less
suitable for repressing voltage dips. To make omine dynamic UPS more suitable
to prevent voltage dips combinations of dynamic and static UPS are in use.
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6.1.2 Capacitor ride through

In electronic equipment, the switched mode power supply input capacitor plays an
important role in suppressing the impact ofvoltage dips. As shown in chapter 5, during a
voltage dip the capacitor discharges. During the discharge process the voltage supply to
the equipment electronics is maintained. This process is called capacitor ride through.
Since the energy stored in a capacitor is proportional to its capacitance, increasing the
size ofthe input capacitor will make the equipment less sensitive to voltage dips.
Capacitor ride through applicability is not only limited to electronic devices. Also electric
drives have shown to resist voltage dips after capacitors were placed over the input
terminals.

6.1.3 Dynamic Voltage Restorers

When power demands exceed the capacity of UPS's currently available on the market,
Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVR's) provide a promising alternative. Like UPS's, DVR's
store energy in capacitors connected to the AC power supply by means of an inverter.
However, in case of a supply voltage magnitude distortion, DVR's inject the "missing"
voltage in series into the supply feeder [14]. The principle is shown in figure 6.!.

Critical
Load

O.tput ""'Iage

~ ..;;------1'Vnltagedip.,.
'\" t-----'"
Supply
Voltage

figure 6.1 Dynamic Voltage Restorer model

During normal operation the DVR is standing by. In case a voltage dip is detected the
DVR immediately switches to active mode. The capacitors are generally charged to several
hundreds of volts and now discharge through the IGBT inverter bridge. The next step is
to determine the appropriate load voltage reference. By registering the pre-event load
voltage and altering the fire angle of the IGBT's the desired voltage is generated. The
voltage is then injected into the phases by means of series inductors. DVR's have
withstood voltage dips up to 0.50 p.u. for 20 ms protecting a 400 kW load [14].

6.2 Supply side voltage dip mitigation

Another option to reduce the impact of voltage dips on equipment is to take
countermeasures in the network. As shown in the previous chapter the ITIC curve in
particular is a benchmark to determine whether the supply voltage will cause equipment
trips or not. This section therefore investigates possible countermeasures to be taken in
the network (i.e. supply side) to retain all occurring voltage dips above the ITIC curve.
Possible countermeasures in the network include:

• Reducing voltage dip magnitude by installing series inductances
• Introducing new protection philosophies to reduce voltage dip duration.
• Installing dispersed generation to increase busbar short-circuit powers.

These countermeasures are applied to the three networks already analyzed. However, the
voltage dip probability densities in the current situation are first summarized in voltage
dip density plots. This is explained in the next section.
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6.2.1 Current situation

The voltage dip contributions of the three networks are averaged and plot into the
magnitude duration plane. A density colorbar is used to distinguish dense dip
concentrations from area's in which no dips occur. The results are shown in figure 6.2.

DLnlioo(sl

figure 6.2 Dip density plane. Average results from networks: Zaltbommel, Bergum and Heerhugowaard

The figure shows contributions of short-duration dips having magnitudes ranging from
0.10-0.60 p.u. These dips are caused by faults nearby MV substations and cleared
approximately within 100 ms. Referring back to chapter 4 shows that these dips only
occur on the BG and HHW substation busbars. The majority of dips however has
magnitudes ranging from 0.50 p.u. to 0.90 p.u. These are dips caused at larger distances
from the MV substations or closer to substations containing series inductances and have
duration from 0.3 up to 1.2 seconds. In fact, the protection settings 0.3 s, 0.5 s, 0.8, 1.0 S

and 1.2 s can be emphatically retrieved from the figure.
Two rather large portions of the 100 ms and 800 ms dips are situated below the ITIC
curve. Since this may cause electrical equipment to trip, any possible voltage dip
mitigation should focus on shifting these event above the curve. One of the possibilities,
installing series inductances, is described in the next paragraph.

6.2.2 Installing series inductances

All feeders in the ZB network contain series inductances to bind short-circuit currents
between acceptable limits. In BG and HHW however, the majority of feeders is directly
connected to the substation busbar without any means of fault impedance increasing
devices. So by installing series inductances in all feeders in both networks, voltage dip
magnitudes can be reduced. Voltage dip density in the three networks all containing
series inductances is shown in figure 6+
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figure 6.] Dip classification plane. Average results from networks: Zaltbommel, Bergum and Heerhugowaard all
containing series inductances
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According to the figure, applying series inductances in all feeders causes two interesting
phenomena:

• The series inductances reduce the depth of all voltage dips to approximately 0-40
p.u. The 0.40 p.u. dips are only found in BG and HHW because the HV/MV
transformers in BG and HHW have a relatively small nominal power (i.e 33 MVA
and 18 MVA respectively). This small nominal power attributes to a rather large
internal impedance. In these networks the available source impedance Zs
therefore also is larger than in ZB accounting for much deeper voltage dips.

• Since the series-impedances reduce short-circuit currents, a major part of the
previous IOoms voltage dips shift towards the longer duration ranges. This is
caused by the primary protection devices no longer detecting 1» short-circuits
but waiting for I> overcurrents instead. This shows the need for a new protection
philosophy in BG and HHW.

The possibilities of shortening the duration ofvoltage dips by introducing new protection
philosophies is explored in the next section.

6.2.3 Introducing new protection philosophies

New protection philosophies for BG and HHW are based on the protection devices
currently available in the network. When determining new protection philosophies, an
important precondition is to maintain protection selectivity. Protection selectivity in this
case means that faults in feeders are cleared by primary devices and faults in branches are
cleared by secondary devices. This is obtained by determining short-circuit currents
caused by faults directly behind the secondary protection devices. Next, the 1» settings of
the primary devices are set slightly above the calculated short-circuit current.
To improve the performance ofthe protection devices, current protection settings are first
evaluated. In HHW for instance a large part of the dips has a 0.8 s duration. The duration
of these dips can be reduced by decreasing the t> setting of the secondary devices.
Furthermore, the I» settings in HHW are currently remarkably high, so by reducing
both 1» and t> settings a more efficient protection strategy is obtained. The new
protection philosophy for HHW is shown in table 5.3

TABLE 5.3
NEW PROTECTION PHILOSOPHY IN HHW

(1) 800 ms only ifa secondary device is available in the feeder
(2) 4900 A in case secondary devices are available in the feeder

To BG similar arguments apply. As in the HHW network, primary 1» short-circuit
settings can be reduced. Although the secondary t> settings already are rather strict, t> is
decreased from 0.5 to 0.4 s. Furthermore, the primary device used to wait for a long time
before opening the circuit breaker, so the t> setting of the primary device is reduced to
0.8 sec. Table 5-4 shows the new protection settings in the BG network:

TABLE 5.4
NEW PROTECTION PHILOSOPHY IN BG

The voltage dip magnitude-duration density after introducing both new protection
philosophies is shown in figure 6.4
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figure 6.4 Dip classification plane. Average results from networks: Zaltbommel, Bergum and Heerhugowaard. Latter two containing
a new protection philosophy

The majority of dips has shift towards the shorter duration region of the plane.
Comparing the two alternatives shows that introducing a new protection philosophy
would probably solve the majority of voltage dip issues. Although events still are partly
located below the ITIC curve, event duration is minimized causing only the most
sensitive ofelectrical equipment to trip.

6.2.4 Installment of series inductances and introducing new protection philosophies

Exploiting the best of both worlds, a favorable supply side voltage dip mitigation method
would be to both install series inductances in all networks as well as introducing new
protection philosophies. Dip densities in this case are shown in fIgure 6.5
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figure 6.5 Dip classification plane. Averaged results from networks: Zaltbommel, Bergum and Heerhugowaard. All network contain
series inductances. Latter two have new protection philosophy introduced.

While all dips now are not deeper than 0.30 p.u. further reducing the depth ofdips would
be possible only by decreasing source impedances. Examples are: replacing the relatively
small transformers by larger ones or increasing HV transmission network short-circuit
powers. Although applicable from an engineering point ofview, these alternatives would
probably be too cost intensive. Another voltage dip mitigation method would be to install
dispersed generation contributing to MV busbar short-circuit powers. This is dealt with in
the next section.

6.2.5 Installing dispersed generation

Installing dispersed generation directly supplying the PCC will contribute to an increase
ofavailable short-circuit power. According to (2.7) increasing PCC short-circuit power will
reduce voltage dip magnitude. Voltage dip mitigation by increasing short-circuit powers is
particularly applicable in networks where available short-circuit powers are relatively low.
Especially the HHW network has low PCC short-circuit powers because the MV network
has HV interconnections only by means of small 18 MVA transformers. Dispersed
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generation is introduced in HHW by installing 660 kVA wind turbines directly feeding
into substation busbar IOA2. It is assumed that the wind turbine protection devices do
not trip in case of faults anywhere in the network. This means that not only the external
network, but also the wind turbines supply short-circuit currents. The simulation setup is
shown in figure 6.6.

Bar10A1

figure 6.6 Wind turbines supplying HHW 10k

Voltage dip magnitude on bar IOA2 as a function of the number of wind-turbines
installed is shown in figure 6.7.
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figure 6.7 Annual number ofdips on HHW busbar 10k.

The wind turbine contributions do not reduce the number of dips but shift the deeper
dips towards more shallow regions. The 0-40 p.u. dips in particular are transformed to
0.50 p.u. or even 0.60 p.u. dips.
This and previous sections have shown that even by taking intensive countermeasures
voltage dips in networks cannot be completely ruled out. Voltage dips should therefore be
classified as being an undesired however inevitable part of any power system operation. A
more extended classification ofvoltage dips is developed in the next sections.

6.3 Voltage dip classification

Voltage dips in power systems are inevitable and can unfortunately not be completely
prevented. The borderline between utility and equipment manufacturer responsibility
however is quite indistinct. Manufacturers do not always exhibit a high level of awareness
when the supply voltage quality is concerned. This may cause issues over voltage dips
that cause economical damage. Pointing out the responsible party may in fact be very
tedious. Did the utility company take sufficient countermeasures to prevent severe voltage
dips? Should the manufacturer have paid more attention to reducing equipment
susceptibility or is the customer responsible for the damage? To answer these questions
on forehand, a classification ofvoltage dips is needed.
Classifying voltage dips aims at developing a national standard to which both utility
companies and equipment manufacturers should comply. The advantages of such a
classification are quite evident:
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• The classification would clarify responsibility issues described above. At least three
parties are involved: the utility, the manufacturer and the customer. A classification
would help to establish mutual responsibility borders.

• The classification should allow for an improved mutual comparison of the degree of
power quality supplied by utilities. This would open new market possibilities for
electrical energy. Introducing a classification would allow contracts not only based on
price but also on the quality ofthe service.

• The classification could be a means to authorities to regulate the liberalized energy
market.

First, a design for the subdivision of the voltage dip magnitude duration plane is
introduced. The design has been partly incorporated into the PREGO 21 workgroup final
report [191.

6.3.1 Magnitude duration subdivision

This section describes a preliminary design for the subdivision ofthe magnitude-duration
plane into several responsibility areas. When making the subdivision, assumptions are:

• Voltage dips in power networks can never be completely prevented. Utility companies
should take reasonable countermeasures to reduce the number of dips as well as
magnitude and duration.

• Equipment manufacturers should at the least comply to the ITIC curve. Equipment
will probably fail if an event is located below the curve. Events above the curve do not
cause equipment malfunction.

• The magnitude duration plane is subdivided into a number of rectangular area's
indicating both magnitude and duration.

A preliminary design for the classification is shown in figure 6.8.
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figure 6.8 Possible subdivision ofmagnitude duration plane

The classification is partly based on South-African norms [171. The design presented here
however, explicitly exploits the ITIC curve. Four main parts of the plane are indicated in
different colors. These parts represent respectively:

• All events above the curve are assumed to form an accepted part of all power
system operation. Utilities of course should take sufficient countermeasures to
prevent these events as much as possible. Manufacturers however, have the
responsibility to develop equipment that will tolerate voltage distortions in this
region.

• As shown in the previous sections, the majority of voltage dips is concentrated in
the duration ranges 100 ms to I s. This means that a large portion of all events
would be located in the K] and Mr area's. Furthermore, dips in the L] area may
frequently occur in weak networks. Dip categories Ku M] and Lr should therefore
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receive elaborate attention by the utility companies. These dips however cannot
completely be prevented by the utilities. A costumer desiring to protect against
these dips in these regions will therefore have to install UPS's or has take other
countermeasures.

• Categories Kz and Mz are assumed to be very harmful to electrical equipment
operation. Opposed to K, and M, this category of dips is not supposed to occur
very often. Utilities can and should take intensive countermeasures to prevent
these events.

• Dip type Lz is assumed to make all operation of electrical equipment impossible.
Any event within this category should be prevented at any case.

6.3.2 Severity tables

To develop an actual power quality index, severity numbers are assigned to the different
categories. A Lz category dip is much more harmful than any other dip and is therefore
considered to be the most harmful dip. Classes K, and M, however are quite common and
are not assumed to pose such a high risk to equipment operation. Assume the following
(fictitious) assignment ofseverity numbers to the developed classes shown in figure 6.9.
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figure 6.9 Severity table

The severity number explicitly quantifies the actual impact of a single voltage dip
category. By recognizing the differences in impact a differentiation scale is obtained. The
differentiation scale shows an increase from categories K, to Lz• Dips of category K, are
assumed to have severity 10 while Lz category dips are assigned severity 60. Of course,
these severity numbers are hypothetical and more research is needed to obtain reliable
numbers.

6.3.3 Norm tables

When trying to set up a power quality classification, some kind of standard or norm
needs to be developed. The norm indicates the constraints to which utility companies
should minimally comply. Assume the magnitude-duration plane shown in figure 6.8.
Each separate region is assigned the maximum annul number of permitted voltage dips.
An example (containing fictitious numbers) is shown in figure 6.10.
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Using the norm table together with the severity table, any norm can be expressed in
terms of a voltage dip number. The voltage dip number is calculated by simply multiplying
the number of dips in the norm table with the severity of a single dip category. In this
example, the voltage dip number Fdip would be

FdiP = (6xlO) + (3x20) + (3x30) + (lx40) + (lx50) + (Ox60) = 300 (6.r)

The voltage dip fIgure can be used as an actual power quality index. This is explained in
the next section.

6.3.4 Power Quality index

Using the norm table as a reference an actual quality label can be attached to the supplied
voltage. Assume a subdivision into 5 quality classes labeled A, B, C, D, and E. Class C is
the benchmark class that uses the norm table as a reference. Classes A and B represent a
quality index better than C (the norm) while classes D and E represent a quality index
worse than C. A differentiation between the classes in obtained by assigning voltage dip
numbers to the borderline ofeach class. This is shown in fIgure 6.II.
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figure 6.11 Power Quality index

The voltage dip numbers assigned to the borderlines are incorporated in a normative
scale. The borderline between classes C and D is assigned the norm table dip number
300. If in a one year interval the cumulative voltage dip number is larger than 300, the
utility company did not comply to the norm.
Of course, the utility company can also do better than the norm. Assume the pattern
assigned dip number 60 shown in fIgure 6.II. According to the normative scale the
power supply in this particular year should be awarded the A quality label.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

T he research project described in this report has mainly focused on determining the
annual number of voltage dips in underground medium voltage networks. Besides

these quantitative aspects individual voltage dip properties have also been studied.

7.1 Individual voltage dip properties
Magnitude and duration have been defined as the key individual voltage dip properties.
The evaluation of these properties has shown that the majority of voltage dips in
Continuon networks are caused by short-circuits. Only two-phase to ground faults and
three phase faults have shown to cause line voltage dips on the medium voltage
substation busbars. In the average Continuon cable network, two-phase to ground faults
may cause voltage dips that propagate over 10 km. Three phase to ground faults have also
shown to propagate over a maximum of 10 km.

7.2 Voltage dip quantification in medium voltage networks
A novel simulation method has been developed to determine the annual number of
voltage dips at an arbitrary location in any power network. The simulation method also
determines the individual voltage dip properties magnitude and duration. The annual
number ofvoltage dips and interruptions in the following three different medium voltage
underground cable networks has been determined:

• Zalbommel. In the Zaltbommel network the annual number of medium voltage
dips is 3.2. Dip magnitudes are generally shallow (>0.50 p.u.) and duration will
usually not be larger than 400ms. The determined average interruption rate of
0.20 times a year is slightly smaller than the national average of 0.22.

• Bergum. In the Bergum network the annual number of medium voltage dips is
4.0. Deep dips are not very likely to occur. Dip duration will mostly be shorter
than 600 ms. The average interruption rate is 0.30 per year.

• Heerhugowaard. In the Heerhugowaard network the annual number of medium
voltage dips is 1.6. This is substantially lower than the two previous networks
because the substation busbars are operated separately. Dips in Heerhugowaard
are either deep short duration or shallow long duration dips. The duration of
voltage dips may extend up to I s. Furthermore, interruptions occur approximately
0.35 times per year.

The number of voltage dips transferred from the transmission network to lower voltage
levels is estimated on 2.9. Compared to overhead lines, the number of voltage dips in
underground power networks may be up to 6 times lower.
The annual number of voltage dips on a substation has been expressed in terms of a
Poisson distribution. This distribution is used to determine the probability that a certain
number of voltage dips occurs during a year. Furthermore, comparing Poisson
distributions of measured and calculated results show that the simulation method is up to
8.1% accurate.

The power acceptability curves of equipment common in the average Dutch household
have been determined. All curves comply to international ITIC recommendations,
indicating that electrical equipment can quite well withstand voltage dips. By matching
the ITIC curve to network voltage dip probability, it has been shown that in the worst case
80% of all voltage dips in Continuon networks may cause equipment malfunctions.
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7.3 Power quality improvement and classification

The simulation method has been used to compare different methods to improve power
quality. It has been shown that voltage dip magnitudes can be considerably reduced to
0.40 p.u. by installing series inductances. Furthermore, by introducing new protection
philosophies the duration of voltage dips can be decreased to a maximum of 500 ms.
Combining both the installment of series inductances and the introduction of new
protection devices would be the most preferable option from an engineering point of
view. Installing dispersed generation contributing to MV substation fault levels does not
reduce the annual number ofvoltage dips but transforms deep dips into shallower ones.
Using both simulations and equipment sensitivity measurements, a voltage dip
classification method has been developed. The classification will help to solve
responsibility issues, enable mutual comparison of power quality and open up new
market possibilities. The classification is based on a norm table containing the permitted
annual number of voltage dips. A differentiation scale has been developed to distinguish
severe dips from less harmful dips. By multiplying the norm table with the differentiation
scale, a subdivision of network performance into various quality categories has been
obtained.

7.4 Recommendations
This research project has been a first step towards a complete investigation of all
applicable power quality issues in Dutch power networks. Using the conclusions
described above, recommendations for future research and implementation are given:

• Expand the number of measurements and monitoring projects to obtain a better
picture of Dutch power network performance. This is particularly applicable to
HV networks since the power quality performance of Dutch transmission
networks is still to be clarified in much more detail. The results of the monitoring
project can subsequently be used to improve the estimation of network
component failure rates.

• Extend the research to electrical equipment sensitivity to voltage dips .
• Reevaluate protection settings in networks where long duration voltage dips cause

issues. By redefining protection settings voltage dip energies can be considerably
reduced.

• Further develop methods to classifY power quality. Not only focus on voltage dips
but for instance also take harmonics and flicker into account. By attaching and
averaging power quality labels to all different power quality phenomena, a
complete power quality label can be obtained.
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9 Glossary

AIR Annual Interruption Rate

BG Bergum.

CBEMA Computer Business Equipment Manufacturing Association. First organization
to develop a power acceptability curve in 1979.

DVR Dynamic Voltage Restorer

ECN Energy Centre of the Netherlands

HHW Heerhugowaard.

HV High Voltage

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission. Swiss based standardization
organization.

IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

ITIC Information Technology Industry Council. Organization that developed the well
known curve indicating if a voltage magnitude event is tolerable or not.

LV Low Voltage.

MV Medium Voltage

PAC Power Acceptability Curve

PCC Point of common coupling. Location in network from where both load and fault
currents are supplied.

RMS Root Mean Square

RMU Ring Main Unit, or HVjLVtransformer.

UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply.

VCR Video Cassette Recorder.

ZB Zaltbommel.
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Appendix A Network topologies
I Example Network
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II Zaltbommel
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III Bergum

0,·.··..·.·0
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VI Heerhugowaard
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Appendix B DPL Scripts
The simulation method used has been written in the DigSILENT Programming Language
(DPL). DPL is a built-in scripting language that enables the control ofvarious DigSILENT
objects. For a detailed description of all DPL abilities, please refer to the DigSILENT
technical reference manual.

B I CalcVoltageDipsO
To calculate the number of expected voltage dips as well as duration and magnitude, the
simulation method uses two separate functions. The first function is named
CalcVoltageDipsO and mainly loops through all available cables and terminals in the
network. To interconnect the DPL function with the actual network and the data output,
three function parameters consists of three object references:

I. A reference to all paths in the network. All available cables and terminals are
ordered in the ready available DigSILENT path set.

2. A reference to a matrix. The matrix is used for output purposes and is equal to the
A matrix as defined in (4.6).

3. A reference to an arbitrary node located somewhere in the network. This node is
the actual PCC in the network at which voltage dip probability densities are
calculated.

The source of CalcVoltageDipsO looping through all terminals is shown below. The
complete script also loops through all available cables.

! ************* Calculate Voltage Dips in Grid
! ************* M.D. Hamoen May 2004

*************
*************

set AIIBuses,AIILines, AIIBreakers, setPaths;
object objBus, objLine, objBreaker, objCub, Path;
double BusVoltage, OutageRate;
int i,k,numrows,numcols;
double TripTime, varSwap;
double TimeOffset, Tmin, Tmax;
double LTime;
double AnnInt;

!! ************ General definitions *************
TimeOffset=0.20;
Tmin=0.20;
Tmax=2.00;
AnnInt=O;

numcols=ceil( (Tmax-Tmin)/TimeOffset+1);
numrows=llj
MatVdip.Resize(numrows,numcols);
MatVdip.Init(numrows,numcols); !Empty general Matrix

MatVdip.ROwLbl('0.01-0.10 p.u. ',1);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.10-0.20 p.u. ',2);
MatVdip.RowLb1('0.20-0.30 p.u. ',3);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.30-0.40 p.u. ',4);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.40-0.50 p.u. ',5);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.50-0.60 p.u. ',6);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.60-0.70 p.u. ',7);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.70-0.80 p.u. ',8);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.80-0.85 p.u. ',9);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.85-0.90 p.u. ',10);
MatVdip.RowLbl('0.90-1.00 p.u. ',11);
MatVdip.CoILbl('0.00-0.20 s',l);
MatVdip.CoILbl('0.20-0.40 s',2);
MatVdip.CoILbl('0.40-0.60 s',3);
MatVdip.CoILbl('0.60-0.80 s',4);
MatVdip.CoILbl('0.80-1.00 s',5);
MatVdip.CoILbl('1.00-1.20 s',6);
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MatVdip.CoILbl('1.20-l.40 s',7);
MatVdip.CoILbl('1.40-l.60 s',8);
MatVdip.CoILbl('1.60-l.80 s',9);
MatVdip.CoILbl('1.80-2.00 s',lO);

!! ***************Program Start

setPaths~Paths.GetContents();

Path=setPaths.First();

while (Path)
{

AIIBuses=Path.GetBuses();
objBus~AIIBuses.First();

******************

!Get all Paths from folder

!Retrieve all buses from path

!LoOp through all Buses/Nodes

!Select Short Circuit location
!Perform Short Circuit

while (objBus) (
!objBus.ShowFullName();
SCCalc:e:shcobj=objBus;
SCCalc.Execute();
BusVoltage=Bar:m:u;
output('BusVoltage~BusVoltage');

OutageRate=objBus:e:FOR1;
FindBreakTime:Pad~Path;

FindBreakTime:Node=objBus;
FindBreakTime.Execute() ;
TripTime=FindBreakTime:BreakTime;
output('TripTime=TripTime');
for (k~l; k<=numcols; k+=l)
{

if ({TripTime <= (Tmin+(k-l)*TimeOffset+O.Ol)) .and.{TripTime > (Tmin+(k-2)*Ti

if (Busvoltage < 0.01)
Annlnt+=OutageRate;

else if «(BusVoltage < O.lO).and.(BusVoltage >= 0.01})
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(l,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(l,k,varSwap);

}

else if ({BusVoltage < 0.20).and.{BusVoltage >= 0.10}) {
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(2,k);
varSwap+~OutageRate;

MatVdip.Set(2,k,varSwap);
}

else if ({BusVoltage < 0.30) .and. {BusVoltage >~ 0.20») {
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(3,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(3,k,varSwap);

)
else if ({BusVoltage < 0.40) .and.{BusVoltage >~ 0.30))

varSwap=MatVdip.Get(4,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(4,k,varSwap);

)

else if «(BusVoltage < 0.50}.and.{BusVoltage >= 0.40}) {
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(5,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(5,k,varSwap);

)

else if ({BusVoltage < 0.60) .and.{BusVoltage >~ 0.50)) {
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(6,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(6,k,varSwap);

else if ({BusVoltage < 0.70}.and.{BusVoltage >= 0.60) {
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(7,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(7,k,varSwap);

}

else if ({BusVoltage < 0.80) .and. {BusVoltage >= 0.70}) {
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(8,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(8,k,varSwap);

}
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else if ({BusVoltage < 0.85).and.{BusVoltage >= 0.80)) (
varSwap=Matvdip.Get(9,k);
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(9,k,varSwap);

)

else if ({BusVoltage <= 0.90}.and.{BusVoltage >= 0.85)) {
varSwap~MatVdip.Get(lO,k);

varSwap+~OutageRate;

MatVdip.Set(lO,k,varSwap) ;
)

else { !Event is not a dip
varSwap=MatVdip.Get(ll,k) ;
varSwap+=OutageRate;
MatVdip.Set(ll,k,varSwap) ;

}

!output('Voltage=BusVoltage');
!output('OutageRate=OutageRate');

}

objBus=AllBuses.Next();
)

output ('Number of Annlnt=Annlnt');

B2 FindBreakTimeO

CalcVoltageDipsO calls for the function FindBreakTimeO to determine the protection
settings available. FindBreakTimeO is supplied with two input parameters:

1. A path object that contains the path in which protection settings are to be
determined.

2. A node object that again operates as PCc.

The DPL source of FindBreakTimeO is shown in the text box below.

!******* double FindBreakTime(set Path, obj Node) *********
!******* Finds time for a overcurrent relay to switch off *
!******* M.D. Hamoen May 2004 **************************

set setAllBreakers, setCub, setEl, setCurr;
object objBreaker, objCub, objEl, objCurr;
int i,k,j,l;
double ihigh, ilow;
double Ttriphigh, Ttriplow;
double ishortc;

j=O;
setAllBreakers=Pad.AllClosedBreakers();
objBreaker=setAllBreakers.First(); !Assume only one breaker in path

!objBreaker.ShowFullName();
objCub=objBreaker:e:fold_id;
!objCub.ShowFullName();

77

!Get Cubicle
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setEl=objCub:e:plntObjs; !Get Elements in Cubicle Folder
objEl~setEl.First();

while (objEl) {
objEl.ShowFullName();
i=objEl.VarExists('c:yout'); !Check if Relay present
if (i) {

!output('Relais Gevonden'); !Relay Found!
setCurr~objEl:e:pelm;

objCurr=setCurr.First(); !Check Elements in Relay folder
while (objCurr) {

!objCurr.ShowFullName();
k~objCurr.VarExists('e:Tset'); !Check if element is Overcurrent Protection
if (k) {

!output('Overstroomtijdbev. gevonden');
if (j < 1) {

ilow=objCurr:c:Istart; First current is lowest
Ttriplow=objCurr:c:Tdelay;
j+=l;

)

else {
ihigh~objCurr:c:Istart;

Ttriphigh=objCurr:c:Tdelay;

}

output('ilow=ilow en Ttriplow=Ttriplow');
output('ihigh=ihigh en Ttriphigh=Ttriphigh');
)

objCurr=setCurr.Next();

)

objEl=setEl.Next();
}

l=Node.IsNode(); !Check if Node is Terminal
if (1) {

ishortc=(Node:m:I*lOOO);
output ('ishortc=ishortc') ;
if (ishortc > ihigh)

BreakTime~Ttriphigh;

else if (ishortc > ilow)
BreakTime=Ttriplow;

else l
output ('Short Circuit is not recognized by Circuit Breaker!! ');
exit () ;

else ( ! Node is Line
ishortc=(Node:m:l1:busshc*lOOO);

output ('ishortc=ishortc');
if (ishortc > ihigh)

BreakTime~Ttriphigh;

else if (ishortc > ilow)
BreakTime~Ttriplow;

else {
output ('Short Circuit is not recognized by Circuit Breaker!! ');
exit () ;

After having calculated short-circuits at all available terminals and cables, a voltage dip
matrix is output. The matrix cells can instantly be copied to a spreadsheet program or
exported to Matlab. The output of the script is shown in figure BI.
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fig Bl. Matrix output ofthe DPL simulation method

The 0.90-1.00 p.ll. row contains all events not being recognized as voltage dips or
interruptions. These are ordinary normal voltage situations as defined in (4.7).
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